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Chapterr 2 
GENERALL REVIEW OF CONCEPTS AND RELATED 

PHENOMENA A 

2.11 Introductio n 

Heavy-fermionn behaviour is characterized by an ensemble of many different striking 
features.. As there are: the high value of the effective mass, the small but essentially 
non-zeroo value of the magnetic moment, the high value of the Grüneisen parameter, 
thee apparent presence of only one energy scale, etc.. Each of these features will be 
introducedd in detail. It is not so much a single one of these properties which sets 
heavy-fermionn behaviour apart (although the high effective mass gave it its name) but 
itt is the combination of properties. Many of these features can be observed separately 
inn various other systems. The special aspect of heavy fermions is that these properties 
appearr simultaneously and in an extreme form (the size of the effective masses, the 
smallnesss of the magnetic moments, the single energy scale, etc.). 

Wee consider heavy-fermion systems as a periodic array of magnetic ions in a 
metallicc host. Two classes of problems are put forward: one is related to the effects 
off  a single magnetic ion in a metallic host while the other is related to the periodic 
andd dense arrangement of the magnetic ions. 

Wee expect to encounter similar features as observed for a single magnetic ion 
embeddedd in a metallic host. The first author who developed a theoretical treatment 
forr the case of a single magnetic ion in a metallic host is the Japanese theoretical 
physicistt Jun Kondo[l]. Materials to which his theory is applicable are often referred 
too as "Kondo systems". 

Wee will demonstrate how, empirically, the single-ion Kondo effect and heavy-
fermionn behaviour share many features. But we will also demonstrate that there are 
experimentall  observables which are incompatible with the standard Kondo mecha-
nism.. Furthermore, we will show that from a theoretical standpoint the theories de-
velopedd for Kondo systems cannot simply be extended to the case of heavy-fermion 
systemss in which the magnetic ions are arranged periodically (and dense). 

Fromm a bandstructure point of view, one of the features of the Kondo system 
wee will emphasize (in our comparison to heavy-fermion systems) is the enhancement 
off  the number of low-energy excitations at low temperatures. A narrow peak in the 
densityy of states at the Fermi energy is formed. The width of this peak can be as low 
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ass several kelvin. This small energy scale opens doors for the observation of special 
phenomena.. Such a peak is commonly referred to as "the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance" 
orr "Kondo resonance". 

Empirically,, many experiments suggest the existence of a similar but even more 
explicitt situation for the case of heavy-fermion behaviour. The high effective mass, 
forr instance, implies that as heavy-fermion behaviour sets in at lower temperatures 
muchh more energy can be stored in the electronic system. As standard Kondo theories 
cann not straightforwardly be extended to heavy-fermion systems, we wil l take a closer 
lookk at the origin of the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance from more general Fermi-liquid 
arguments. . 

Thee periodic arrangement of magnetic ions in heavy-fermion systems is not 
uncommonn for magnetic materials. Similar magnetic-ion arrangements can be found 
inn "regular" magnetically ordered local-moment systems (e.g. ferromagnetic and an-
tiferromagneticc materials) that do not display heavy-fermion behaviour. If any mag-
neticc ordering is observed in heavy-fermion systems, it is generally antiferromagnetic. 
Manyy antiferromagnetic materials are insulators. Their magnetic interaction is not 
mediatedd by conduction electrons but by diamagnetic ions (super-exchange mecha-
nism).. Heavy-fermion materials are metallic and the interaction between magnetic 
ionss is expected to be mediated by the conduction electrons. A specific magnetic 
interactionn which is long range, which allows for antiferromagnetic ordering and in-
volvess conduction electrons is the RKKY (Ruderman, Kittel , Kasuya and Yosida) 
interaction.. The RKKY interaction gives rise to a variety of magnetic structures, 
includingg antiferromagnetic as well as ferromagnetic ordering. The preference of 
heavy-fermionn behaviour for antiferromagnetic ordering seems experimentally to be 
established. . 

Inn most theoretical treatments of heavy-fermion systems, still the focus is on 
thee RKKY interactions. Why these interactions are of particular interest wil l be 
discussedd in detail. We wil l also shortly mention the techniques available and the 
problemss involved in merging the Kondo and the RKKY interactions. Basically, the 
problemm of presenting a consistent theory for heavy-fermion behaviour turns out to be 
thee incompatibility between theories dealing with the magnetic interactions between 
ionss and the ones dealing with the effects of a single magnetic ion in a metallic host. 

I nn later chapters we wil l suggest an alternative mechanism for the origin of the 
magneticc interactions by introducing the Hubbard model. This model can be seen 
ass a periodic arrangement of magnetic ions with individual electrons hopping from 
sitee to site (the role of the conduction electrons in this case is reduced to "inter-
mediator").. Such Hubbard systems are known to order antiferromagnetically under 
particularr conditions (consistent with the preference for antiferromagnetic ordering in 
heavy-fermionn systems). The only manner by which these systems can be forced to 
orderr ferromagnetically is in the presence of a strong spin-orbit coupling. A further 
advantagee is that the Hubbard model is not in direct conflict with single-ion effects. 
AA disadvantage is that Hubbard systems form an almost as impenetrable Bastillon 
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inn correlated-electron physics as heavy-fermion behaviour itself is. 

2.22 Heavy- fermion behaviour  and Kond o sys tems 

Mostt heavy-fermion materials contain either Ce, Yb or U, all elements with not-
completelyy filled 4f or 5f shells. In heavy-fermion materials, the concentration of 
magneticc ions can be as high as one per unit cell. Heavy-fermion materials are, 
therefore,, often referred to as "dense Kondo lattice systems". 

Sincee the thirties of last century, it has been known that in diluted mag-
neticc alloys the low temperature resistivity, instead of dropping monotonically with 
decreasingg temperatures, displays a shallow minimum at a temperature 7 ^ , after 
whichh it starts to rise again with a logarithmic temperature dependence throughout 
aa few decades of temperature around a characteristic temperature Tchor- At Tmjn, the 
phononn contribution to the resistance (decreasing with decreasing temperatures) is 
compensatedd by an effect for which Tchor is the important characteristic temperature 
orr energy scale. Tchor can vary from a fraction of a kelvin to a few hundred kelvin. 
Thiss phenomenon is called the "Kondo effect" and TChor the "Kondo temperature" 
([1]).. Tchor is determined by comparing experimental data for specific heat, magneti-
zation,, etc., with theoretical predictions. Data obtained by different techniques must 
bee related to each other by the same Kondo temperature. 

Kondoo explained the observed anomalous resistance behaviour in terms of 
scatteringg processes in which both the conduction electron and the magnetic impurity 
mutuallyy fli p their spin. He showed that such processes become predominant for T 

"^^ *  char

Thee Kondo problem is basically an interaction between conduction electrons 
andd impurites with internal degrees of freedom (the orientation of the magnetic mo-
mentt of the ion). 

Inn the absence of any internal degrees of freedom for the scatterer, the compu-
tationn of the scattering cross section reduces to a one-electron problem. * Scattering 
ratess are independent of the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions other than those of the 
initiall  and the final states. If we do not consider phonons this leads to a temperature 
independentt contribution to the total resistivity. 

Thiss completely changes when internal degrees of freedom are involved .̂ 

'Iff  this would not have been the case it is hard to understand how a theory as the Drude formalism, 
developedd before the introduction of quantum mechanics, could have been so highly succesful. The 
onlyy refinement quantum mechanics introduces is that attention has to be restricted to states within 
ann energy range k^T of the chemical potential. 

tAss a demonstration consider only second-order processes in which an electron with quasi-
momentumm k and a spin | is scattered into a final state k' |. Note that the net spin is conserved. 
Thee magnetic moment of the impurity measured along the same spin axis is measured by the op-
eratorr S«. We assume for such a magnetic moment a two-fold degeneracy. The non-commutating 
raisingg and lowering operators are represented as S+ and S_ respectively. 

Att considering the intermediate states we can distinguish four groups, either the intermediate 
statee has an identical spin and can be occupied or non-occupied or it has an opposite spin, again 
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Inn that case, the second- and higher-order scattering processes in which the 
locall  moments are affected, depend on the occupation densities of the intermediate 
statess involved (see e.g. [2], [3] and [4] for more detailed information). 

AA logarithmic temperature dependence for the resistivity is a direct conse-
quencee of such scattering events, involving intermediate one-electron states. In the 
formalism,, the many-body nature of the problem emerges through the Fermi-Dirac 
distributionn functions of such intermediate states. 

Inn the literature many different treatments of the Kondo problem can be found. 
Thee highly successful theoretical approaches include Wilson's numerical renormaliza-
tionn group methods ([6], [7]), the simpler renormalization group approaches of An-
dersonn ([8]) and Nozières ([9] [10]) and the exact results based on the Bethe Ansatz 

([11]]  [12]). 
AA second observation for Kondo systems is that for T < Tchar a true correlated 

many-electronn state is established, in which the magnetic impurity forms a singlet 
wit hh the surrounding conduction electrons (section 2.5, [5]). The local magnetic 
momentt becomes effectively screened by the metallic host. Connected to this singlet 
formation,, one observes a spin susceptibility, X-> which is suppressed as compared to its 
high-temperaturee local-moment Curie-Weiss behaviour. At T ~5> TK , a local-moment 
behaviourr is observed well described by the Curie-Weiss form: x~l varies linearly 
wit hh T. Its local moment is of a size comparable to the free magnetic moment of 
thee impurity. As temperature is lowered, already for T « 7K, the effective moment 
derivedd from the slope of the x _ 1 versus T curve is reduced. Residual effects of the 
screeningg by conduction electrons (singlet formations) persist up to relatively high 
temperaturess because of a similar logarithmic temperature dependence as for the 
resistivity. . 

Inn connection with this singlet formation, an excess specific heat is observed. 

eitherr occupied or empty. For the opposite spin case the scattering process is associated with spin 
flipss of the magnetic moment of the ion. Let us discuss the four options. 

kk | Is first scattered into an empty intermediate state q f and then into k' |- This process is 
proportionall  to the probability that the intermediate state q 1 is empty, 1 — n (q ]). 

Thee second option is that the state q f is occupied. In this case first the occupied state q | is 
scatteredd into k' | and then the k | state is scattered into the now empty q ] state. This scattering 
porcesss is proportional to the occupation density of the intermediate state q f, n(q f). So the net 
scatteringg rate of k J into k' \ via thee intermediate state q f is independent of the occupation density 
off  q \. Such scattering mechanisms occur both for impurities with and without internal degrees of 
freedom. . 

Considerr a state k f being scattered into an originally unoccupied q j . state while simultaneously 
SSgg is increased by unity under the action of S+ (net spin is conserved). After q j is scattered into the 
k'k' | state, simultaneously Sz is decreased by S_. The sequence of operators is first S+ and then S_. 
Thiss process is proportional to the degree the state q J. is empty. We could also have started with q j 
occupied.. In that case first the occupied state q [ is scattered into k' \ accompanied by an decrease 
off  Sz by unity, after which the state k \ is scattered in the now empty q J, state accompanied by an 
increasee of Sz by unity. The sequence of operators this time is first S_ and then S+. As a result of 
S+S_—S_S++ ^ 0 , i.e. the net scattering rate of k t into k' | via the intermediate state q [ is no 
longerr independent of the occupuation density of the intermediate state q |. 
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Thiss can be understood in terms of fermion excitations by invoking an enhanced 
densityy of states at the Fermi level. In terms of energies, this enhancement is limited to 
aa narrow peak of width IS&TK at the chemical potential. This peak is usually identified 
withh the "Abrikosov-SuhT- or "Kondo resonance" mentioned earlier (section 2.5.4, 
[4],, [14], [2], [15] etc.). 

Thee limited energy width of this Abrikosov-Suhl resonance fixes a maximum 
forr the uncertainty of the quasi-momentum vectors of the states within that peak. 
Inn terms of a Fermi-liquid description we conclude that as the width of the Kondo-
resonancee peak is AE = ksTk, the maximal inaccuracy for the quasi-momentum 
vectors,, AA:, for the states involved is of a general form: Afc w (AEm*)/(h2ks)^ 
wheree m* and kp represent the effective mass and the Fermi vector, respectively. Due 
too the uncertainty principle of Heisenberg this results in a minimal uncertainty in 
reall  space, i.e. a coherence length, £K. Since TR is normally of the order of tens 
off  degrees of kelvin, this scale is normally thousands of lattice spacings, i.e. in the 
orderr of several micrometers. A cloud of substantial radius of surrounding conduction 
electronss is involved in the singlet formation with a particular magnetic ion. £K can 
bee interpreted as a measure of the radius of the Kondo cloud . 

Evenn in very dilute systems with a concentration of 1 part per 106 magnetic 
impurity,, the typical distances between impurities is about 100 lattice spacings, much 
smallerr then £K. Separate impurities have overlapping Kondo clouds. It is, therefore, 
surprisingg that the Kondo effect as predicted for a single impurity is observed at 
allall  Impurity resistivity, susceptibility, etc. are as theoretically expected based on a 
singlee impurity and scale linearly with the magnetic ion concentration. This suggests 
thatt no correlation effects between impurities are present. In heavy-fermion materials 
thee concentration of the magnetic impurities is extremely high and deviations of the 
Kondoo behaviour are apparent. But the problem of why diluted systems do not 
displayy correlation effects (behave so extremely single-ion like), is of as fundamental 
aa nature. Although the single-ion Kondo effect is probably one of the best studied 
correlated-electronn phenomena in condensed matter physics this problem still puts 
upp some intriging puzzles, first indicated in [13], [16] [17], [18], [19], [20] [2] etc.. 

Forr heavy-fermion behaviour, the observed strongly enhanced linear tempera-
turee coefficient of the specific heat, suggests an enhanced density of states at the Fermi 
level.. As an heuristic approach to describe heavy-fermion behaviour, a similar peak 
inn the density of states as for Kondo systems, but of width ILBT* where T* represents 
thee characteristic temperature for the heavy-fermion behaviour, is assumed which is 
highlyy successful in explaining a wide variety of experimental findings (among which 
aree the ones described in the last part of this thesis). 

Likee for the Kondo effect, we expect the existence of only one important energy 
scalee related to the width of the peak for heavy-fermion behaviour, kfiT** . This seems 
supportedd by experimental findings such as Grüneisen analyses. A Grüneisen param-
eterr expresses the relative volume dependence of a certain thermodynamic property 
((dlnX/dhiV),((dlnX/dhiV), where X and V represent the property of choice and the volume, re-
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spectively).. I t is the low-energy physics which is of concern here (for low temperature 
thermodynamicc experiments). One can determine Grüneisen parameters for various 
propertiess such as for e.g. characteristic temperatures and fields as observed in ex-
periments,, coefficients of the low-temperature linear specific heat, susceptibility, or 
evenn for the relevant energy levels involved, etc.. The latter can be determined with 
thee help of an expression involving combinations of specific heat, thermal expansion 
andd compressibility data determined from standard thermodynamics. Experimen-
tally,, it is observed that various Grüneisen parameters are all of the same size for 
heavy-fermionn systems ([21], [22], [23]). This suggests a single-energy scaling. A 
moree detailed discussion can be found in in the experimental part of this thesis. 

Thee value of the characteristic temperatures that can be identified with the 
anomalouss features as observed directly in data obtained by different experimental 
techniquess might differ between various techniques. This is also the case in the Kondo 
effect,, where theory tells us how to relate these different temperatures to a single 
energyy parameter. Such a theory is lacking in the case of heavy-fermion behaviour. 

Inn non-superconducting heavy-fermion systems at the lowest temperatures the 
resistivityy seems proportional to T2 (a typical feature of Fermi-liquid theory, Eq. 
(2.137)).. While their residual resistivity can be almost metallic like (in the order of 
fxtlcm,fxtlcm, depending on purity of samples etc.), the X2 pre-factors are 104 to 106 times 
enlargedd with respect to simple metals ( [35]). In terms of a Fermi-liquid theory, this 
iss a typical feature of electron-electron scattering. 

Single-energyy scaling is inferred also from a comparison of such resistivity data 
andd the low-temperature specific heat. A linear relation exists between the size of the 
T 2 lss pre-factor in the resistivity and the square of 7, the linear temperature coefficient 
off  the specific heat. This is in agreement with the Fermi-liquid notion that as the low 
temperaturee linear part of the specific heat is proportional to the enhanced density 
off  states at the Fermi energy, the temperature dependence of the resistivity should 
bee proportional to this density squared ([25]). 

Thee Wilson ratio is defined as: 

**  - (£)> 
withh A = g2fi2Bj(j  + l) (2.2) 

wheree x represents the low-temperature susceptibility and j the total angular-momentum 
quantumm number, respectively. 

Manyy theoretical papers start with restating the observation that for heavy-
fermionn behaviour H « 1 holds ( (e.g. [24], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30] and [31] )). The 
observationn R = 1 would suggest that both the low-temperature 7 and % should be 
proportionall  to the same density of states at the Fermi level (as is also the case for a 
Fermii  gas). 

Forr the single-ion Kondo problem one obtains R = 2 (see section 2.5.4); a fact 

(2.1) ) 
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bothh experimentally and theoretically well established. In this case, an alternative 
definitionn of the Wilson ratio is: 

** = 7^r4- (2-3) 

wc""  denotes the conduction-electron values in the absence of the magnetic impurity 
whilee "imp" denotes the impurity contributions. Instead of using conduction-electron 
valuesvalues as reference, one could also take a different frame of reference. But whatever 
onee tries, the discrepancy with respect to R = 1 is still present. This implies that the 
enhancementt of the specific heat and of the susceptibility cannot be seen as solely 
thee consequence of an enhanced density of states at the Fermi level. 

Inn the temperature dependence observed in the resistivity data of some of the 
heavy-fermionn compounds, two different characteristic temperatures can be assigned. 
Forr T < Tmia an increase in resistivity is observed as temperature is lowered (sim-
ilarr as in the single-ion Kondo effect), but unlike as for Kondo systems, after some 
maximumm a rapid decline to a relatively small zero-temperature value is observed. 
Onee could assign to this deviation point a coherence temperature, T„^, interpreted 
ass the temperature below which lattice coherency starts to be important (causing the 
deviationss from pure Kondo behaviour). In such resistance behaviour, two tempera-
turee scales could be identified, one for the single-ion Kondo effect and one related to 
heavy-fermionn behaviour, To^. 

Ass the typical values for the resistivity are of the same order as for typical 
metals,, we assume the electrical transport to be also diffusion driven in this case. 
Therefore,, it is hard to determine electronic structures from straightforward trans-
portt measurements, unlike in the ballistic regime. The question concerning the nature 
off  the excitations by which the current is carried is still open. If, for example, lighter 
andd heavier quasi particles would be present at the Fermi surface for heavy-fermion 
behaviour,, from a simple Drude formalism it would be to be expected that the cur-
rentt is predominantly carried by the lighter quasi particles probing the heavier quasi 
particles.. This probing can also have a temperature dependence. For thermodynamic 
propertiess such as specific heat and magnetization the disturbing effects of the lighter 
quasii  particles present at the Fermi surface is minute. One probes more directly the 
propertiess of the heavier quasi-particle excitations, unlike as for for resistance mea-
surements. . 

Att least the features in such resistance measurements of some heavy-fermion 
systemss drive home the close relation between Kondo and heavy-fermion behaviour. 
Thee resistivity of UPt3 decreases monotonically with decreasing temperature, so that 
T ^^ is undefined. Such resistivity behaviour is, however, by no means universal for 
heavy-fermionn compounds. 

Althoughh the Kondo effect and heavy-fermion behaviour are obviously related, 
alsoo fundamental differences exist between the two. 
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Somee properties are qualitatively similar, e.g. the high effective mass per 
magneticc ion, the apparent formation of a peak in the density of sates at the Fermi 
levell  and the single energy scaling. Other properties even differ qualitatively: e.g. the 
extremelyy small but essential non zero local magnetic moment in the case of heavy 
fermionn systems versus the absolute zero local moment for Kondo systems (singlet 
formation)) and the difference in Wilson ratios. Compared to the Kondo systems,, the 
extraa ingredient present in heavy-fermion systems is the periodic dense arrangement 
off  the magnetic ions. Correlation effects between magnetic ions must be present. 
Thesee correlation effects are considered to be responsible for the observed differences 
betweenn the Kondo and the heavy-fermion systems. 

2.33 Correlat io n effects 

Forr some heavy-fermion compounds, it is possible to dilute the concentration of mag-
neticc ions to the single-ion Kondo limi t (mostly Ce compounds were part of the Ce is 
replacedd by La). The Kondo temperature obtained for the dilute limi t (by the method 
justt described) can be extrapolated to the high concentration limit . The extrapolated 
Kondoo temperature is much larger than the observed characteristic heavy-fermion 
temperaturee would suggest. Is the effect of correlations simply a renormalization of 
thee energy scale fce^V? The interpretation of experimental data from various ther-
modynamicc techniques (e.g. specific heat, susceptibility etc.) in the framework of the 
standardd Kondo effect with a reduced value for TK is far from perfect. One cannot 
simplyy conclude that the effect of the correlations is to renormalize TK. Also some 
featuress differ even qualitatively from straightforward single-ion Kondo behaviour (as 
theree are an extremely small, but essentially non-zero, magnetic moment, a Wilson 
ratioo equal to unity, etc.). 

Followingg the argument of Nbziéres ([32]), in such Kondo-lattice systems the 
concentrationn of magnetic ions versus available conduction electrons is so high that, 
iff  one would disregard correlation effects and try to form individual Kondo singlets 
att each magnetic ion separately one would run out of conduction electrons and fail. 
Magneticc ions have to share conduction electrons, resulting in an effective interaction 
betweenn different magnetic ions. This interaction is usually pictured as magnetic, 
i.e.. a correlation between the magnetic moments of the different sites. In terms of 
""  Kondo clouds" the clouds overlap in the extremest sense. 

Evenn if the concentration of conduction electrons is more than ample to form 
individuall  Kondo singlets at separate f sites, the fact that so many conduction-
electronn states have interactions with more than one magnetic-ion site simultaneously, 
causess a coupling between the magnetic ions (see section 2.3). 

Considerr the following oversimplified model system. The local moments, in-
steadd of being carried by a number of f electrons coupled according to Hund's rules, 
wil ll  be taken to have spin (1/2). We start with two magnetic ions (« = { 1 , 2 } ) 
welll  separated. Their f states we represent by the creation operator ƒ/ , a = {T , 1} 
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denotess the spin index. Each magnetic ion separately forms a Kondo singlet with its 
surroundingg conduction states. 

Forr the sake of argument we oversimplify such Kondo singlets and represent 
themm as a singlet formed between f}ff and one conduction state. The latter we 
representt by the creation operator ci(T. In this case the total ground state is simply: 

i*>**  = \ (f!A,i - ft A,,) (flAi - flcl) 1°). (2.4) 
wheree |0) denotes the remainder of the ground state involving the other n - 2 electrons. 

Ass we bring the magnetic ions closer and closer together, at some point the 
conductionn states associated with c\i(T and c\a, start to have interactions with the 
"other""  magnetic ion. Conduction-electron states originally involved in the single-ion 
Kondoo singlet states of one magnetic ion can now be involved in the single-ion Kondo 
singlett states of the other magnetic ion. One could approximate the ground state as: 

W**  = ?* (flAi - flA,r) (fiA,i - AAA) l°> 

+\f*+\f*  (/I,T4,I - flA) (/ircli - ftich) 10)  (2-5) 
andd determine the values of a and j3 by minimizing the energy. For the situation |aj 
== |/31, conduction-electron states are equally shared by the two f sites. 

Eq.. 2.5 can be rearranged as: 

(flftAAi)(flftAAi) + (fUKAr) - (+! (fhfti+flAi)  (4A2,i+<As)) 

~\~\{a{a + # [I  (fy  ̂ - fl^) (clr4a " <A,rj\}  |0>. (2.6) 
Thee three terms in the first set of rectangular brackets represent a state in which the 
twoo f states and the two c states form triplets (sf = sc = 1) and these triplets are 
coupledd in a singlet. The second set of rectangular brackets corresponds to 3f = sc = 
0.. Depending on the respective sizes of a and /?, the two states will be in a singlet 
orr triplet arrangement. As will become clear in the following sections, the situation 
iss even more complicated than this. In the simple example above, this complication 
stemss from the fact that either the c states 1 or 2 can be doubly occupied and the other 
cc state remains empty. As double occupation of the c states does not involve much 
extraa energy, such states should also be considered at discussing the ground state. 
Thee above discussion was meant to illustrate the difficulties that arise in a discussion 
off  Kondo compensation of more than one moment simultaneously. It hardly needs to 
bee stated that a three- dimensional lattice of overlapping Kondo sites constitutes a 
formidablee challenge. 
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2.44 T h e s ingle- impur i t y Anderson model and th e Per iodic-Anderson model 

Inn the Kondo-lattioe model, discussed in the preceding section, an antiferromagnetic 
interactionn between local moments and conduction electrons is assumed. It must be 
realisedd that the Coulomb interactions, in combination with the Pauli principle, are 
thee only source for " magnetic" interactions. 

Inn terms of Coulomb interactions, the description of heavy-fermion systems 
startss with a lattice of localized magnetic ions embedded in a metallic host. The 
essentiall  ingredients are: a weak ligand hybridization between the f and conduction-
electronn states and a large on-site Coulomb repulsion present at individual f sites. 
Thee localized f states of the magnetic ions hybridize with the s, p, or d states of 
theirr ligand atoms. This is a single-electron interaction. The ligand hybridization is 
smalll  but of importance. In heavy-fermion systems, the distance between adjacent 
magnetic-ionn sites is above the so-called Hil l limit , indicating the absence of a direct 
hybridizationn between f orbitals at different sites. This model wil l be referred to as 
thee Periodic-Anderson model. 

AA description of a single magnetic impurity in the Anderson model contains the 
following:: the energy dispersion, e(fc), of the conduction electron band; the binding 
energy,, €f, of the f state to the magnetic impurity; the large Coulomb repulsion, U, 
betweenn two electrons occupying the same f site; and a small (ligand) hybridization-
matrixx element, Tm,a (fc), which couples the localized f state to the conduction-electron 
states.. Hence: 

tfsiagietfsiagie = £ e (*) 4 ^ * * + < *£ƒ£ƒ»» (2.7) 
k,<rr  m 

++ Y, {T™,° (k) fmc  ̂ + T  ̂ (k)*  cljm) + \UJ2 "f,mnf,ra, 
k,mm mj=m' 

wheree <r denotes the spin index of the conduction electrons and m labels the z-
componentt of the total angular momentum of the f state. The operators p and 
c**  (ƒ and c) denote the creation (annihilation) operators for the conduction- and f 
electronn states respectively, and n<m = f^fm- Usually one takes a simpler form of 
thiss Hamiltonian, neglecting the orbital degeneracy of the f state, retaining only the 
two-foldd spin degeneracy: 

k,<rr  <T 

++ £ {T(k) fie*. + T (k)*<„ fa}  + UnLrnfd. 
k,<7 7 

Thee single-impurity Anderson model can be extended to a periodic arrangement. In 
termss of a band picture, let / ^ represent the Bloch form of the tight binding f state, 
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ft t 

wheree f  ̂ denotes the creation operator of an f state at site R* and spin cr. iVk is the 
totall  number of k vectors in one Brillouin zone. Let T (k, i) denote the hybridization 
betweenn an f state at site i and a conduction state with quasi momentum k, both 
withh spin a. Its size is proportional to the overlap of the respective wavefunctions. 
Withh the help of Eq. 2.9, T(\c,i) (oc < 0/^ | H | c^O >) can be represented as: 

T ( k , ï ) = r ( k ) e -i k , R SS (2.10) 

wheree T (k) is solely dependent on k. An extension to a periodic arrangement of f 
sitess would result for the hybridization term in Eq. 2.8 in: 

££ £ [T (k, t) /ick>.+T*  (k. o <,/*,}  = E {nwW,+T*{\S)C{J^) . 
ii  k,a k,ff 

Thee total Hamiltonian, referred to as the periodic Anderson model, reads as: 

Aperiodicc = Ee( k ) c k C k . * + E C f ^ i U ^ k > f f (2.11) 
k,t77 k,<r 

baree conduction band bare f band 

++ E { T (k) ft«c*>° + r*  (k) clJ  ̂ } 
k,<r r 

hybridizatio nn term 

on—sitee repulsion term 

Wee will use this model as the basis of our theoretical framework. We assume ef, the 
energyy of the bare f level, to be much less than the Fermi energy, fj, (T = 0). Double 
occupancyy of an ƒ site will cause an extra on-site repulsion energy, Uy so that the 
averagee energy per electron, ef + (1/2) U> exceeds /i (T = 0). It is generally assumed, 
thatt this is the correct parameter setting for heavy-fermion behaviour. Furthermore, 
wee assume \T\/(n — €f) <C 1. Often it is assumed that U/ (fj. — ef) » 1, i.e. U can 
effectivelyy be treated as infinitely large. A more realistic estimate for heavy-fermion 
systemss is: U{ {p, — 6f) « 2.5 (as in a previous chapter indicated). U is insufficiently 
largee as compared to the other energy scale to be <i priori  set as infinite. Basically, 
thee on-site repulsion should be of a much more complex form than presented here. 
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HuncTss rules should result from it. Here, the only conclusion which is retrieved from 
suchh interactions is that it is large as compared to other typical energy scales. 

Measuringg all energies with respect to the Fermi energy, €f can also be inter-
pretedd as a many-body energy corresponding to an excitation from a f1 to a f° config-
urationn of a magnetic atom with the f electron moving to a state at the Fermi energy. 
E.g.,, for a Ce atom this would be from a 4f1(5d6s)3 configuration to a 4f°(5d6s)4 

configuration.. This makes ef accessible to XPS measurements. Similarly, U could 
bee connected with a f1 to a f2 transition. As ef + U > /z, this makes it accessible 
forr BIS measurements. There exists no reliable way to estimate \T] in Eq. 2.11. 
AA rough estimate can be obtained by calculating the overlap of the ligand orbital 
wavefunctions.. From band-structure calculations, the hybridization interaction may 
havee considerable structure. Nonetheless, the hope remains that such a structure is 
nott essential to treat heavy-fermion behaviour. 

2.4.I2.4.I Short note: Why is the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian hard to solve? 

Unfortunately,, no exact solutions for Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonians as Eq. 2.11 
aree known. 

Wee have no other alternative for representing a Hamiltonian than in terms of 
single-electronn excitations {c\a, 4 j . One part of the Hamiltonian, the on-site repul-
sionn term, is best represented in terms of single-electron states based on a real-space 
representationn index. If we use a reciprocal space representation for this term, all 
k-vectorss are coupled to all other k-vectors. This is also the term to which the many-
bodyy interactions are related. The remainder of the Hamiltonian is best diagonalized 
inn terms of single-electron states using a reciprocal vector representation index. In 
somee sense, it is the Heisenberg uncertainty principle which forbids us to form a 
compromisee between the reciprocal and real-space representations. 

Thee Hamiltonian as a whole satisfies lattice translational symmetry. Hence, it 
mustt conserve the net quasi momentum. There is no such restriction for individual 
electronn states. 

Forr BCS superconductors, where a similar situation occurs, we are able to 
"guess""  the form of the ground state and its excitations in terms of two-particle exci-
tations.. Such a guess is not available here. 

I nn the case of the single-ion Kondo effect, the on-site repulsion is so large 
thatt simply by restricting attention to states where the ion stays integerly occupied, 
simplifiess the problem sufficiently to treat it. 

Forr technical reasons, much of the work on the Periodic-Anderson Hamilto-
niann has been done for the limi t of infinitely large on-site repulsion. This enforces 
individuall  magnetic-ion orbitals to be integerly occupied. It simplifies matters some-
what. . 

Forr the case of a periodic arrangement of ions, as in heavy-fermion systems, 
wee get more and more convinced that it are the deviations from integer occupancy 
whichh are of importance. 
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Wee will even suggest that properties as the size of the effective mass and the 
sizee of the effective magnetic moment scale with these deviations. 

Thee Hubbard models are for similar reasons treatable in the limit that each 
magneticc ion stays integerly occupied. In that case it resolves in a Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnet. . 

Manyy different approximations have been developed for the Periodic-Anderson 
Hamiltonian,, as reviewed by Lee et oL ([33]) and Fulde et <d. ([14]). Examples 
aree strong coupling approximations which include direct decoupling of the hierarchy 
off  equations of motions for the Green's functions, variational methods ([34]) and 
expansionss in the inverse powers of the spin and orbital degeneracy of the f levels, 
N.N. The latter are generalizations to the lattice equivalent of methods used for the 
singe-impurityy problem referred to as the 1/JV expansion. The decoupling scheme 
andd the variational methods depend on the initial choice of allowable states and are 
nott systematic. 

2.55 A single magnetic impurit y 

Inn this section, we will re-examine the mechanisms at work for the single magnetic-
ionn case in detail. A point of interest will be the singlet formation of the ground 
state.. The question is, how much of this singlet formation is retrieved for heavy-
fermionn behaviour. In section 2.5.1, it will be demonstrated on a simple-molecule 
modell  that the singlet state formation is the result of a ligand hybridization and the 
Paulii  principle. 

Anotherr point of interest is the formation of the Abrikosov-Suhl or Kondo 
resonancee peak in the case of the single-ion Kondo effect. Here, we will analyze the 
single-ionn Kondo resonance peak in detail, focusing particularly on the features and 
low-energyy excitations within that peak. From this, it immediately becomes clear 
thatt a similar treatment cannot be adapted to heavy-fermion behaviour. We will also 
identifyy the origin of the R = 2 result in detail for single-ion Kondo systems. 

Inn this section, we will not concern ourselves too much with the angular mo-
mentumm degeneracy of the valence states of the magnetic ions. We simply label them 
byy a (pseudo-) spin index. 

2.5.12.5.1 A small molecule 

Wee will discuss a small molecule which we will refer to as the "Fulde molecule"as it 
hass first been prompted in a book by Prof. Fulde ([3]). The basic mechanisms at 
workk for a single magnetic ion are best illustrated using the following simple model. 
Wee consider a small molecule consisting of two electrons distributed over two orbitals 
denotedd as c (for conduction) and f (for 4f or 5f). The f and c orbitals are primitive 
versionss of a not-completely-filled f shell in a magnetic ion and a state on its ligand 
atom,, respectively. We assume the corresponding orbital energies to be et and ec, with 
eff  < ec. Two electrons in the f orbital will repel each other with an energy U 3> ec -
€f.. The Coulomb interaction corresponding to the doubly occupied c orbital (or when 
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ff  site cc site 

Figuree 1 A small molecule consisting of a magnetic ion and its ligand atom. The f and c site 
aree primitive versions of such atoms consisting of only one orbital representing a not completely 
filledd f shell in a magnetic ion and a state of its ligand atom respectively. Such f and c orbital, 
withh orbital energy Cf and ec (ec > £f) are weakly coupled through a ligand-hybridization 
matrixx element, T. When two electrons occupy the f site their mutual Coulomb repulsion is U. 
Thee orbital of the c site is assumed to be extended so that Coulomb interaction involving a c 
electronn can be disregarded. 

onee electron is in the f and the other in the c orbital) is discarded. This is justifiable 
iff  the c orbital is sufficiently spatially extended. We assume the hybridization, T, 
betweenn the f and the c orbital to be small, i.e. \T\ <C£C- £f • 

Inn Fig. 1, the system is schematically depicted. Its Hamiltonian reads as: 

HH = J2 ie<ctc° +  etflfo + {Tflc° + T*clfa) } + £/nf,Tnfii (2.12) 

wheree cj. (cCT) and / j {fa) create (annihilate) electrons with spin a for the c and f 
states,, respectively, and where rii ia = f£fa. The resemblance to the Hamiltonian 2.8 
iss apparent. For |T | = 0, the ground state energy is E0=  €f + ec, one electron in the 
ff orbital and the other in the c orbital. This state is fourfold degenerate. Since for 
\T\\T\ =£ 0, Hamiltonian 2.12 still conserves total spin, it is straightforward to construct 
thee two electrons in the singlet or triplet states. 

|ss  = 0) 

\S\S = 1,771 = 1 

|T|=0 0 

|T|=0 0 

\s\s = l , m = 0 ) | T | = o 

|ss = l ) T O = - l ) 

^{/rM-/M}|0> > 
f]c\f]c\ |0 ) 

/MIO>. . 

(2.13) ) 

(2.14) ) 
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single tt  (s=0) 

SW.--*1 1 
2 x x 

x) ) 

nW==11 1 

triple tt  (s=1)m = +1,0,-1 

2 t t 

single tt  (s=0) 

| T || = 0 | T K = 0 

aw w 
'n(( c ) = 1 + 2 x 
n ( f )) = 1 - 2 x 

Figuree 2 Energy spectrum for molecule of Fig. 1 as \T\ = 0 and |T| ^ 0 respectively. 
nn (c), n (f) and s represent the expectation values for the occupation densities of the c and f 
sitee respectively and the total spin quantum number. AE = (ec — ef), t = \T\ /AE and 
xx = ( |T| /AE)2. As \T\ /AE < 1, x « 0, \T\ ^ 0 has virtually not affected the charge 
distributionn over the sites. The lowest two energy levels, differing in spin quantum numbers, 
differr with respect to the highest energy level effectively in a charge moved from f to c site. 
Thee low-energy excitation involve predominantly spin degrees of freedom, while the high-energy 
excitationss also involve charge degree of freedom 

Theree is an excited state, 

\s\s — 0 ,ex) |T |= o — c^c II JO > (2.15) ) 

withh energy E ^ = 2 ec. The state f|fj | 0 ) wil l be excluded from further discussion 
sincee the double occupancy of the f site raises the energy by U, which is expected to 
stronglyy exceed all other energy scales involved. 

Thee hybridization term in Eq. 2.12 affects the form of some states while it 
leavess others unaffected. As wil l become clear we can restrict attention to only the 
singlett states. 

Basically,, the net effect of the ligand hybridization is to shift electrons with 
spinn back and forth between the f and c sites. To be able to be affected by the ligand 
hybridization,, the initial state must, therefore, satisfy the following criterium. An 
occupiedd state with certain spin on a certain site must always faces simultaneously 
ann unoccupied state with identical spin on the alternate site. States must contain 
termss such as fjcl, , |0) or c\clff |0) . Terms as f£c£ |0) are not affected by the ligand 
hybridization. . 
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Thee states \s = 0 ) |T |= 0 and \s = 0, e x ) ^^ satisfy the above criterion. Further-
more,, they differ precisely by one unit of charge moved between f and c site. They 
are,, therefore, coupled by the hybridization term. Accordingly, eigenstates wil l be 
mixturess of both. 

Thee general trend for two states hybridizing is that the state with the lowest 
energy,, that is the state \s = 0 } ^ ^ in this case, wil l be shifted to even lower energies, 
whilee the other state, \s = 0, ex),T,_0 is shifted to higher energies. The net shift 
summedd over both states is zero. For \T\ / (E  ̂ — EQ) < 1, the shift in energy wil l be 
inn the order of \T\ / (E  ̂ — EQ) per electron involved (in this case 2). The lowest state 
wil ll  still predominantly consist of \s = 0) |T |= o while the highest wil l predominantly 
consistt of \s = O jex )^ , .̂ This is all deduced from trends that generally hold for 
hybridizationn effects. Correlation effects are included in this discussion by excluding 
thee sate f|f]|0) from further considerations. 

Clearlyy for \s = l , m = , both the f and the c sites are occupied by 
thee same spin. Therefore, in view of the criterion formulated above, such states 
aree not affected by the hybridization. There is nothing in the problem which fixes 
aa preferential axis for the spin-projection vector. So, any conclusion drawn for the 
rara = 1 option must also hold for the |s = l , m = 0 ) ^ ,^ state. Furthermore, for 
thee triplet states no states exist with identical spin quantum numbers but differing 
effectivelyy one unit of charge transferred. 

Wee restrict attention to only the singlet states as triplet states remain unaf-
fected.. With respect to the basis: 

I ss = °)|T|=o ^ 
|ss = 0 , e x )m = o J 

thee Hamiltonian 2.12 can be represented by the following 2 x 2 matrix: 

eecc + ef T*V2\ 
Ty/2Ty/2 2ec J 

I t ss eigenvectors and eigenvalues for \T\ / (ec - ef) < 1 ((ec - ef) = (E  ̂ — E0)) 
aree simply obtained by diagonalizing this matrix. They read as: 

|ss = 0> 

-ETfTDsingtet t 

|ss = 0,ex> 

-EracdTDsingiet t 

(2.16) ) 

(2.17) ) 

== i1 - (^y is=°)m=° - & i s = ° '  e x ) |^° ( 2- i 8 ) 

==  E0-
2|7f f 

== Eej. + 

(ecc - ef) 

|T|22 \ %/2T* 
11 " (J-e,)2) 'S = °'ex>ITI=o + ^TT  ̂ \* = 0)|T |=0(2.19) 

2 | r |2 2 

(ecc - £f) 
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Thee 15 = 0 ) state consists of predominantly |s = 0)iTi=o and a slight admixture of 
\s\s = 0 ex)IT|_Q state. For |s = 0, ex), the reverse holds. The difference between \s = 0) 
andd \s = 0, ex) still corresponds roughly to an electron being transferred from the f 
too the c orbital. 

Inn fig 2, the changes in spectrum are schematically depicted. We have intro-
duced: : 

tt = -23—. (2.20) 
«cc — Cf 

Thee lowest energy level is EdTDtoa^t = E0 - 2t. It corresponds to the \s = 0) 
state.. Its major part is still formed by \s = O).^^, a c and f electron in a singlet 
arrangement.. The occupancy of the f orbital for the \s = 0) state is: 

„ , _ l _ ^ J 3 l _ l _ S _ i__ (2.21) 

Ass \T\ / (Ed — EQ) <&  1 this is less than but very close to unity. 
Introductionn of the ligand hybridization changes the energy of the singlet 

groundd state by approximately —2t, that is —t per electron (in our case 2). At a 
slightlyy higher energy, i?tripiet = EQ, the energy of the triplet states are found. The 
latterr are not affected by the hybridization. 

Forr \T\ ^ 0, we can define a characteristic temperature related to the energy 
differencee between the triplet and singlet state. Define: 

k*T*k*T*  = E^-EoQTl)  ̂ (2.22) 
== E0-E0(\T\) t̂ = 2t. 

Forr T <̂C T*  the system is assumed to be in its singlet ground state, hence no magnetic 
momentt is observed. As T approaches T*, the triplet states will also be populated 
andd the system regains its magnetic moment. For T ^> T*, each triplet and singlet 
low-energyy state starts to be approximately equally populated. The chance of finding 
thee system in a singlet or a particular triplet state becomes practically identical. It 
lookss like the low-energy splitting between singlet and triplet states generated by \T\ 
^  ̂ 0 becomes unimportant, that is as if \T\ = 0. 

Forr \T\ ^ 0, two types of excitations can be distinguished: 

•• low energy excitations « kfiT**: 
Theyy involve predominantly spin-degrees of freedom. These are excitations 
fromfrom the singlet ground state, \s = 0), to the triplet lowest excited states, 
\s\s = 1, m — {—1,0,1}). The distribution of charges over the f and c orbitals 
remainss virtually unaffected. The major difference is in terms of the total spin 
off the system, changing from a singlet, 5 = 0, situation to a triplet state, s = 
1,, situation. 
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•• high energy excitations ta (e  ̂— Cf): 
Suchh excitations involve predominantly charge-degrees of freedom. As we go 
fromm a \s = 0 ) state to a \s = 0,ex) state the major difference is that approxi
matelyy one electron is moved from f t o c site. 

Thiss separation into spin and charge excitations is a property not only typical 
off this specific molecule. It seems to be a more general feature that is typical for 
stronglyy correlated-electron systems. 
2.5.22.5.2 Effective hamiltonians 

Forr \T\ f (ec — ef) <C 1, considering only the low-energy eigenstates and neglecting the 
deviationss of rif  and nc from unity in Eq. 2.21, one can replace the Hamiltonian Eq. 
2.122 by an effective Hamiltonian: 

i/efff = --TkinSf • S c -|- E0 + J^kin^ , (2.23) 

wheree Sf and S c represent the spin-vector operators for the f and c site, repsectively 
andd where /M n = -2t/H2. For the total spin, S 2 = (Sf + Sc)

2 = S2 + S 2 + 2 S r S c holds. 
S 22 and S2 have always fixed eigenvalues: (3/4) h. It is, therefore, only the +2S f • S c 

partt which makes the difference between the singlet and triplet arrangement. Hence, 
thee term — JfemSf • S c appearing in the above equation is there to distinguish between 
thee singlet and the triplet case. It is of the form of a Heisenberg exchange interaction. 
Jinnn stands for the kinetic exchange, "kinetic" because the ligand hybridization does 
involvee some displacement of charge. 

Forr this small molecule, Eq. 2.23 and Eq. 2.12 are the analogue of what is 
calledd the "Kondo Hamiltonian" and the "Anderson Hamiltonian", respectively. 

Consideringg the Coulomb interactions between the electrons present in the f 

andd c states, these interactions are always repulsive; its average value is Ucj. Due to 
thee Pauli principle, the average distance between two electrons in a triplet state is 
largerr than in the singlet state, so that the Coulomb energy is larger for the latter 
case.. To take these effects into account, the following term is added: — «/potSf • Sc , so 
tha tt the total term to be added to Hamiltonian Eq. 2.12 reads as: 

AHAH = - J p o t S f • S c + tJef K T + ntA) K , T + ncd). (2.24) 

Heree nCt<T = c\ca and J  ̂ > 0. 
Ass the eigenfunctions Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14 found for H in the case of |T| = 0 

aree also eigenfunctions of AH, it is not difficult to work out the approximate solution 

forr H + AH in the case C/Cif, 7, \T\ <g; AE. The low energy part of this spectrum 
cann be reproduced by applying: 

JJ  h2 

Hu*Hu*  eff = EQ + Uc,t (nfiT + Rf.i) (nC|T + nc>l) - 7effSf • S c +
 k"* (2.25) 
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Figuree 3 Approximate energy spectrum for a molecule as fig. 1 to which an extra exchange 
Coulombb interaction between the f and the c state is added. Idenitcal symbols as in text and 
inn previous figures are used. As an electron is in the f site and the other in the c site, they 
willl experience a mutual Coulomb repulsion, its strength Ucj + jJ and Ucj — j J for the 

singlett and triplet arrangement respectively, t = ill ! ! Thee figure itself depicts 

thee situation for J > 2tf. The ground state is fully magnetic (a triplet) The inset depicts the 
situationn for J < 21/. In this case the ground state is non-magnetic (a singlet). 
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non-magneticc magnetic 

<cc es^ r , 
AsU^Lfe) ) 
forr % < E < 0 

ufee >a(E) 
forr e < % 

Lfee )< Ufe ) 
Notee : 

»(%):Lfe)) / 
** ^ « p f e a n * S ' 

LfcM(%) ) 
** « S T * 1 * ; a n * r < 

T̂ T 

ES S 

0' r r 

Ufe e 

-- ' f(£ ) 

~~~ L(£) 

Figuree 4 Graphical solutions of the self-consistency Eqs. 2.42 and 2.58; variational ansatz for 
non-magneticc and magnetic ground state respectively. U (e) and L (e) are defined as in Eqs. 
2.622 and 2.63. / ( e ) = e. es, eT represent the solutions of Eqs. 2.42, U (es) = ƒ (es) and 
2.58,, L (eT) = ƒ (eT), respectively. For ec, L (ec)=U (ec). Either ec < L (ec) resultingly es < 
eTT and the ground state option is a singlet, (the situation depicted) or ec > L (ec) resultingly 
eTT < 6T, and the ground state option is magnetic. 

too the four states given in Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14, with Jeff = J p o t+ Jk in. 
Thee matter of determining whether or not we have a magnetic triplet, or a 

non-magneticc singlet ground state is now reduced to determining whether JeS is larger 
orr smaller than zero. Jeff = -It +Jpot. If 2t > Jpo twe have a singlet ground state. If 
2t2t < J we have a triplet ground state. 

2.5.32.5.3 The non-magnetic ground state: variational treatment of the single-impurity 
AndersonAnderson Hamiltonian 

Manyy different treatments of the single-ion Anderson Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.8, exist. We 
wil ll  present only a variational treatment, starting with the Variational approach of 
Varmaa ([5]). Varma proposed a variational Ansatz for a non-magnetic ground state. 
Consideringg its form, similarities exist with the treatment of the small molecule as 
discussedd in section 2.5.1. 

Varmaa only presents a variational treatment for the non-magnetic case and 
comparess its energy to what turns out to be the worst choice for the magnetic 
low-energyy excitations possible. So compared, the non-magnetic option (variational 
ansatz)) corresponds to an energy reduction. To this energy reduction he assigned 
kBTK ,, where TK stands for the Kondo temperature. The so obtained TK is of the 
correctt form. Varma does not perform a variational treatment for the magnetic case 
whichh would be a more fair frame of reference. 
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Wee will propose a variational Ansatz for a magnetic ground state. It wil l result 
inn an even lower energy than obtained by Varma for his non-magnetic ansatz. We 
wil ll  verify this fact by two different methods, so to be absolutely sure since it is well 
establishedd that the ground state must be non-magnetic (and the Varma treatment 
hass been around for some time). Inspired by the Ansatz used in the Varma treatment 
andd the form of our magnetic variational Ansatz used, we will propose a new non-
magneticc variational Ansatz which again will have an energy ksTk lower than this 
magneticc (variational) option, where TK has again the correct functional dependence. 

Att the end we will demonstrate how for any option of magnetic ground state a 
non-magneticc option for the ground state can be generated which will have its energy 
loweredd by an amount \UBTK with respect to the previous. 

Wee will start by presenting the Varma treatment. 
Ass a starting point we choose a completely filled Fermi sea, represented by 

thee state |cond), in combination with an empty f state/shell. The total energy of the 
Fermii  sea is represented as EQ and of a singly occupied f shell as €f. All energies will 
bee measured with respect to the Fermi energy, pi. We assume £ƒ < 0. 

Forr |T(k)| = 0, imagine we move an electron from a conduction state to the 
ff  state: 

/ K . | c o n d ).. (2.26) 

Thiss corresponds to a change in total energy of (ef — e(k)). For conduction states 
withh e (k) > €f a reduction of the total energy is the consequence. This reduction is 
optimall  if conduction states at \i are chosen. 

Thee role of the on-site repulsion is to avoid double occupancy of the f shell 
att all times. Any further energy reductions by moving electrons into the f state is, 
therefore,, not permitted. For |T(fc)| = 0, the minimum total energy is E0 + e f. 

Thee next step is to dream up a variational Ansatz for \T (k)|  ̂0. Inspired by 
thee conclusions drawn from the small molecule discussed in section 2.5.1, we arrange 
thiss state (Eq. 2.26) as a singlet. Let: 

| c o n d ) ^ n c iT 4 j O ) ,, (2.27) 
k k 

wheree |0) and kp represent the vacuum state and the Fermi-wave vector, respectively, 
then: : 

M^oc^fic^lcond)M^oc^fic^lcond) (2.28) 
a a 

representss a singlet state. In this state all conduction-electron states below the Fermi 
energy,, except one, are doubly occupied and that single electron forms a singlet with 
thee f electron. 

file:///ubTk
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Inn analogy to the two-electron problem of section 2.5.1, where we let the singlet 

statee (1/2) V^ ( / / c{  - / /c { ) |0) hybridize with the other singlet c}cj|0) to form the 

lowestt singlet ground state, * we let the singlet state |0o) k hybridize with |cond) and 
lookk for a solution of the form: 

l*)kk = A l + a ( k ) £ / J cM M |cond) ) (2.30) ) 

withh \Aa\2 » \A\2. 

Forr partaking in such singlet formations many different choices of conduction-
electronn states can be made. One could suggest as a variational ansatz, a state based 
onn the singlet formation of the f with only one c state. The natural conduction 
electronn to choose is the one conduction electron present at the site of the magnetic 
ion.. This would correspond to an extra energy comparable to the band width, the 
energyy involved in a localized conduction electron at a certain site. Since i t is not 
possiblee to create a state in which an f electron is in a singlet arrangement with more 
thann one conduction electron simultaneously and, this being an impurity model , k 
iss not a good quantum number, we propose a linear combination of Eq. 2.30: 

\4>)\4>) = A l + ^ a O O / J c k, , 
k,cr r 

jcond), , (2.31) ) 

ass the Ansatz for a variational treatment. 
Inn order to be able to carry out the variational treatment we assume: 

| e f | > rr = 27rAT(0)|r (kF ) f (2.32) ) 

wheree iV(0) is the conduction electron density of states per spin at the Fermi energy. 
Ass the original bare f state turns itinerant due to hybridization effects with conduction 
electronn states, a peak in the density of states of itinerant electron states results. The 
energyy position of this peak is at ef , its width is T. Criterion Eq. 2.32 implies, in 
termss of energies, that the width of this peak is much smaller then the separation 
off  the original bare f level from the Fermi energy. Consequently the peak has no 
influencee on observation in low-temperature thermodynamic experiments. 

^Forr two electron states this reads 

A [ C{ C | +a ( /T V i - / i V T ) ] jO )= ^ ^ 

m2 2 

ll  + a £ / ^ 

withh Aa = 1 --
(tc-etf\ (tc-etf\ 

andd A = — 

4c . . 

fcc-tf)' fcc-tf)' 

(2.29) ) 
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Noww a (k) = \a (fe)|e^^a^k^ and |A| have to be determined so that the expec-
tationn value for the energy, E = ((f>\ H \<f>)  is minimal under the condition that {<f>\<j>) 
== 1. We introduce 

ƒƒ SE 0 | f f | 0) - £ « * ! * ) - 1 ) , 

wheree E acts as a Lagrange multiplier. 

(2.33) ) 

ƒƒ = \Af\Eo+ £ [\a(k)\2(ef + E0-e(k))+ (2.34) 

22 |T (k)| \a (k)| cos & (a (k)) -*{T  (k)))]} 

-E{\A? -E{\A? 1++ ^ |a(k)|5 

*<jfc F,ff f 

- 1 1 

wheree ip(T(\c)) represents the complex phase of T(k). This function has to be 
minimized.. From 

*ƒ ƒ 
6ip{a(k)) 6ip{a(k)) 

== 0 (2.35) ) 

wee obtain 

V>(a(k)) -^(T(k))) = 7wr (2.36) 

withh n 6 {0,1,2,...}. A minimum is obtained for n € {0,2,4,6,...}. Prom 

V V 
6|a(fc)| | 

== 0 (2.37) ) 

wee obtain 

Kk) || = 
|T| | 

E-EE-E00-e-eff + e{k) 
(2.38) ) 

Promm 444 = 0, in which we expressed \a (k)| as Eq. 2.38, one obtains 

|T(*)| ! ! 

s-*-£=nB B 
k<kp,<T k<kp,<T 

E-EE-E00-€f-€f + e{k)' 
(2.39) ) 
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Wee axe interested in the energy reduction as compared to the lowest energy for \T (k)| 
== 0, i.e. E0 + ef. Introducing e = E - (E0 + ef)) (where cf < 0), 

I tt is this equation we have to solve self-consistently. Introducing the following ap-
proximations;; a constant density of states, N (0), a half filled conduction band with 
aa lower cutoff D and dropping the k dependence of IT (fc)|, this reduces to: 

66 = \ei\+2N(0)\T\2j\e(k)-^, (2.41) 

ee = |ef |+2JV(0) |T |2 l n 
e-D e-D 

(2.42) ) 

Consideringg that N (0) \T\ <C |efj and e < 0 must hold, |e| must be very small com-
paredd to D for the natural logarithm to be of substantial negative size to compensate 
forr the large first term, |ef|. 

Onee could approximate the solution of Eq. 2.42 by setting £ « Oon its left 
handd side; i.e. taking the root of the right hand side of Eq. 2.42. This wil l result in 
Eqs.. 2.44 and 2.45. 

I nn Fig 4 both the left and right hand side of Eq. 2.42 are plotted as function 
off  e. Graphically, the e where they intersect is the solution of Eq. 2.42. Clearly e 
<< 0. Introduce U (e) = |ef | + 2N(0) |T|2l n ( ^ ) , the right hand side of Eq. 2.42. 
Graphically,, the above approximation amounts to taking the intercept of U (e) with 
thee e axis, instead of the straight line representing ƒ (e) = e. This wil l be a valid 
approximationn if at the root of U (e) its slope is already sufficiently steep. 

Wee wil l follow a slightly alternative route. Slightly rearranging Eq. 2.42 results 
in: : 

e-\ee-\ett\\ = 2N(0)\T\2]n(^5y (2.43) 

Forr e <C |ef | and e -C D this reduces to: 

- | ef || = 2N ( 0 ) | T |2 l n ( - ^ ) .. (2.44) 

biU,, , x 
ee « -De 2 a. (2.45) 

Iff  instead of Hamiltonian Eq. 2.7 Hamiltonian Eq. 2.8 would have been used this 
wouldd change into: 

-- I'fl , 
ee = - D e ^ W w , (2.46) 
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inn which 7f is the degeneracy of the f level. It is customary to associate a characteristic 
temperature,, TK, with this energy gain, i.e. the Kondo temperature: 

kkBBTTKK = De v* \ (2.47) 

Inn contrast to section 2.5.1 the energy gain is a non-analytical function of the hy-
bridizationn because the singlets formed involve many different k-states. ke K̂ repre-
sentss the energy scale needed to overcome until all effects of the hybridization are 
absentt and a full magnetic moment is retrieved. 

Thee normalization constant A can be expressed as: 

|4)22 = l - n f , (2.48) 

wheree rif is the f-occupation density. Not surprisingly, TK can also be expressed in 
termss of rif : 

k B T KK = ——>Yt- (2.49) 
ri ff 7T  7 

Hence,, the closer rif is to unity, the smaller the Kondo temperature and the energy 
gainedd in the singlet formation is. For a (k) we find: 

i0(k)i_mtiï:.jïihïL.. f2 50) 
| a W II e + e(k) e( fc) -kB rK - ^50> 

(alll  energies are expressed with respect to fi, including € (£)). As expected those 
statess with \e (k) /ksTkl < 1 contribute predominantly to the singlet formation. The 
termm (—1)" is added so that \a (k)| is always positive (this criterium fixes n). 

Too be sure that indeed the state with the lowest energy is non-magnetic, the 
nextt step is to create a variational Ansatz for a magnetic ground state. Comparison 
off  results obtained for such a state with the non-magnetic Varma state discussed 
abovee is more correct than simply with the f£ |cond) state (its energy EQ + ef). 

Thee trial state Eq. 2.31 can be seen as constructed from combinations of two 
statess hybridizing; states analogous to the two-electron states of section 2.5.1. One 
couldd also employ a trial state option involving two states hybridizing which are in 
analoguee with single-electron states. 

Inn terms of the molecule of section 2.5.1, consider its spectrum and eigenstates 
inn the presence of only one electron. For jT| = 0 eigenstates and energy spectrum are 
44 |0) with energy cf and c£ |0) with energy ec respectively. If \T\ ^ 0, but |T|/(ec - ct) 
<CC 1, eigenstates are of a general form: 

A(aclA(acl + fi)\0). (2.51) 

Forr the ground state, for which Aa — -j^r^j and A = (l - \ ^ u J holds, an energy 

Cff  — ^X- is obtained. For the excited state an energy ec + L m
ls obtained. For the 
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totall  spin of the states s = (1/2) holds. These are all states which are magnetic and 
cann be generalized in the present context as: 

10k,,, = A [<*  (k)a < *  + ƒ]] |cond). (2.52) 

Off  course, for a new variational Ansatz for the ground state based on Eq. 2.52 
(withh \a ( kJJ -Cl) many different options of k and a are open to choose from. As a 
variationall  Ansatz for the ground states a linear combination of such could be chosen, 
hence: : 

\*)a\*)a = A Ea(k)* cU+/J J |cond).. (2.53) 

Forr Eq. 2.53 the same procedure as for Eq. 2.31 must be followed. The state with the 
lowestt energy wil l be the closest to the real ground states of the system. Important 
heree is that Eq. 2.53 represents a ground-state option with a non-vanishing total spin, 
hencee a magnetic option, while the original ansatz, Eq. 2.31, represents a construction 
fromm singlets, hence a non-magnetic option. 

Ass the Ansatz with the lowest energy is expected to be closest to the ground 
state,, this determines also whether the ground state is magnetic or not (a singlet). 

Thee l a f k JJ » 1 option wil l have an energy even slightly higher then the 
statee with originally the highest energy, that is c\.a |cond) with energy E0+e (k). The 
\a\a ( k )J <C 1 option wil l have an energy slightly less then the state with originally the 
lowestt energy, that is rka |cond) with energy Eo+ef. 

Forr Eq. 2.53 the function ƒ turns into: 

ff = \A\2lY,\<*(W\2(Eo + e(k)) + (E0 + et)+ (2.54) 
U>*F F 

22 £ | T ( k ) | | a ( k ) | c o 8 ( ^ ( a ( k ) ) - V ( r ( k ) ) )j 
k>kk>kFF J 

Minimizingg ƒ: 

'""mm'""mm  = ° 

weóbtsdmp(a{k))+rp{T(k))weóbtsdmp(a{k))+rp{T(k)) = nir (with n e {0,1,2,...}), (2.55) 

wee obtain | o ( k )| = l ^ t - 1 ) " ( 2 5 6 ) 
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Ass a result of 4fa = 0 with the help of the expression for \ct (k)| from Eq. 2.56 we 
obtain: : 

Definingg €M = EM — (Eo + Cf), using the same approximations as previously, this 
resultss in the self-consistency equation: 

e^nom^-^fc.).e^nom^-^fc.). (2.58) 

Thiss self-consistency equation is harder to solve then Eq. 2.43. 
Usingg the same approximations as before, i.e. |ejvr| <C |ef| and \eM\ <C D, 

resultss in: 

eMM = * ( 0 ) | r | V f e M _ ) (2-59) 

Forr parameter settings typical for such systems (e.g. £f » -2 eV, D w 4 eV and 
ef// (2iV (0) |T|2) w -7, -4, -2) the outcome of Eq. 2.59 is lower than of 2.45 suggest-
ingg that the magnetic option wins as ground state. But both Eqs. 2.45 and 2.59 are 
approximatee solutions, hence have a given uncertainty. The manners of approxima-
tionn resulting in for Eq. 2.45 and Eq. 2.59 are different. While one, Eq. 2.59, can be 
seenn as the result of a zero-order Taylor expansion the other cannot. The right-hand 
sidee of Eq. 2.43, of which Eq. 2.45 is an approximate solution, is a non-analytic 
functionn for c = 0. We have to be careful with such conclusions. 

Howeverr a graphical method exists to verify it. 
Inn Fig. 4 both the left, 

ƒ(€)) = £, (2.60) 

andd right hand side, 

LL (e) EE 2 N (0) |T|2 In ( e J ~ j ^ ) , (2.61) 

off  Eq. 2.58 as function of c are plotted. Graphically, the solution of Eq. 2.58 is the e 
== €T for which both intersect. It is clear that also CT < 0. Introduce the short-hand: 

UU (e) = \et\ + 2N (0) \T\2 In ( - 1 ^ ) , (2.62) 

LL (e) = 2 N (0) |7 f ln ( 6 J , ~ |6 j g ) • (2-63) 
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LL (c) = U (e — |ef |) - |ef |. Denote the solutions of Eqs. 2.62 and 2.63 as eT and es 

respectively.. es = U (es) and €T = L (eT). 
Wee want to determine for which parameters settings (|€f \/D and N (0) \T\2/D) 

ess < ÉT» hence the ground state is expected to be a singlet, or cT < ^s hence the ground 
statee is expected to be magnetic. 

Wee approximated es by the root of U (e). As for any e < 0 L (e) < 0 holds, 
thiss approximation is no longer accurate enough for the above purpose. 

Inn Fig. 4 both the graphical solutions of Eqs. 2.43 and 2.58 are plotted in one 
andd the same graph. Determine ec for which U (ec) = L (ec). Graphically, it becomes 
clearr that for any e in the region ec < e < 0 also U (e) < L (e) while for e < ec also L (e) 
<< U (e), see Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 the following conclusions can be deduced. For e < 0 
bothh L (e) and U (e) are monotonically decreasing functions, ƒ (e) is a monotonically 
increasingg function. Two distinctly different situations can occur. 

•• If ƒ (cc) < L (ec) = U (ec), both intersections of ƒ (e) with L (e) and U (e) must 
liee to the right of ec: e s , eT > ec. As for any e > ec it must be so that U (e) < 
LL (e) also es < eT and the ground state is non-magnetic. 

 Now consider the reverse configuration; i.e. L (ec) < ec. By an argument anal
ogouss to above both for es and eT the es, eT < ec. For c < ec we find L(e) < 
UU (e). The roles of L (e) and U (e) are interchanged as with respect to above. 
Thereforee also the inverted conclusion holds, i.e. eT < es. This implies that 
underunder these conditions the ground state is magnetic. 

Itt can be readily shown that for ec: 

z(x,y)z(x,y) = -£ = 2^ + 1^ 1 - 11 l-f-4 
{x{x + 1) 1 _ e"« 

(2.64) ) 

e~e~x/vx/v in the limit - < 1, 
x+x+11 x 

w h e r ee ) _ 2N(0)|rja . ( 2 - 6 5 ) 

holds.. Using U (ec) < ec as a a criterion to determine whether the expected ground 
statee option is a non-magnetic ("<" option) or magnetic (">" option) one, results in: 

Thiss criterium can be analyzed numerically. A phase diagram can be constructed. In 
thiss fashion one can identify for which parameter settings a magnetic or non-magnetic 
groundd state is expected. Such a discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis, [49]. 
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Wee will confine ourselves to the observation that for all relevant parameter settings 
(x(x < 1, y < 1 and x > y) we are in the magnetic regime. 

Thee state represented as Eq. 2.53 basically describes an already hybridized 
ff  state (hybridized with c states) but still exists predominantly of f character. An 
energyy reduction is associated with such hybridization process, Eq. 2.59. To create 
aa non-magnetic variational Ansatz with an even lower energy than for Eq. 2.53 we 
replacee ƒ*  |cond) in the Varma Ansatz by Eq. 2.53. In this manner we expect a double 
energyy reduction. There is an energy reduction due to the hybridization processes 
describedd by Eq. 2.53. On top of this a further energy reduction is obtained by the 
famouss singlet formations which lie at the basis of the energy reduction given in Eq. 
2.31. . 

Ass a variational Ansatz we use: 

\<t>)\<t>)  = A 5>(k)ckk + £ Cq,o o |cond) ) ll  + $ > ( q) 

Followingg the same procedure as before, for ƒ we obtain: 

ƒƒ = \A\* Eo + Y, £ \0(<l)\2\^(k)\2(^k) + Eo-e(q)) 
aa k>ky,q<kp 

(2.67) ) 

(2.68) ) 

q<kpq<kp Kq<kp 

++ £ 10 ta)i2 ia w i c os & (a (k)> - ^ <T w » 
k>k?k>k? , q<kp 

-E -E \A(' \A(' 
aa q<kji k>kf 

- 1 1 

wheree a (k) = \a (k)|e^<Q<k», j3 (k) = \0 (k)|eW<k>> and T (k) = \T (k) |eW<» Min-
imizingg ƒ: 

from from 

from from 

df df 
# ( a ( k )) ) 

df df 
<*0(0OO) ) 

== 0 we obtain \if) (a (k)) - V (T (k)) | = rwr, (2.69) 

== 0 we obtain \rp (/? (k)) - rp (T (k)) | = rrrn, (2.70) 

wheree n, m are natural numbers. The next step would be to further minimize ƒ 
withh respect to \A\, \a (k)| and |/?(q)|. This would result in a complex set of three 
equationss for \a (k)|, |/3 (k)| and E, entangled. To generate one equation from this set 
definingg E self-consistently (appearing in the left and right-hand side of the equation) 
withoutt |a(k)| and |/?(k)| is non-trivial 
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Wee facilitate matters by taking for \a (k)| the solution already obtained from 
thee magnetic option, Eq. 2.56, that is: 

ir(k)K-i) » » 
|a(k)|| = (2.71) ) 

{E{Euu-Eo)-e(k)' -Eo)-e(k)' 

with€with€MM = EM-(E0+ef) = A T ( 0 ) | T |2 m ( J ^ L ). (2.72) 

Wee introduce the following abbreviation: 

AAXX = Y, i«(k)i *M=Y, i°(k)i2 and UA - £ e(fc) Mk)i2-
Jfc>JtFF Jt>Jt F k>kF 

Soo that: 

ƒƒ = \A\2{EO + Y, ££ \P (i)i2 (^  - e (q) i1+A>)+e*+*w  (2-73) 
9<fcp p 

+2|T|| E (|^(q)| (-i)m + l/?(q)l2^i (- i f ) 
h^^fc p p 

- £ £ 14s s ll  + ^ ^ | / ? ( q ) f ( i2 + l) - 1 1 

Fromm d\ffq\\ = 0 we obtain: 

m(-i ; ; 
l / ? ( q )ll E(A2 + l) - (ef + EQ(l+  A2)) -UA + e(<i)(l+  A2) -2\T\A1(-l)

n 

(2.74) ) 

Iff  we introduce this into Eq. 2.73 we obtain from -r-f-r = 0: 

vv 2f 
$f$f E{A2 + 1) - (€f + E0(l + A2)) -UA+€{q)(l  + A2) -2\T\A1(-l)

n 

== £ - £ b (l + >l2). (2.75) 

Usingg the same approximation as before this reduces to: 

m 2 2 
2N 2N (0)\Tfj\e-(0)\Tfj\e-

E{AE{A22 + l) - (et + E0{1 + A2)) -UA + c(l + A2) -2\T\A1(-l)
n 

== E-E0(l+A2), (2.76) 

AT(0)|T|2x x 
AA22 + l 

* ( . . 
E(AE(A22 + 1) - (cf + Eo(l + A2))-UA-2\T\A1(-l)

r 

E(AE(A22 + l)-(ef + E0(l + A2))-UA-2\T\A1(-l)
n-D(A2 + l)J 

== E-E0{l+A 2). (2.77) 
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Alsoo A\, A2 and UA can be evaluated with the help of the same approximation: 

AlAl - (-l)^(0)P11°((^-fj o) ("«) 

^^  - jv w' r ' '( £M -£o)((£,-£i,)-g) ^ 
** - - ^ ( ( £ ^ 1 

.,99 O 

Thee problematic term in the denomenator in above expressions can be represented 
as: : 

UUAA + 2\T\A1(-l)
n = NWmhn^J^-M ̂ (2.81) 

-JV(0)|r l22 f = eM + (eM-\eF\)A2, 
UU + |ef I — eM 

-** **  - ^WP1 ,
fa-|t f |)fa-M - I> ) V**> 

Here,, Eq. 2.58 was used and not its approximation, which, it has to be ad-
mittedd is only 5 % off, for our typical parameter settings. If Eq. 2.81 is put back into 
Eq.. 2.74 one obtains: 

ftft r«ï - l m't-1)" = 1 Pf(- i)n
 (2 o . 

PKq}PKq} l + A2E-E0-et-eM + e(q) 1 + A* E - £M + e(q)' { } 

Thee first expression is very similar to Eq. 2.38 except for a prefactor and the 
shiftedd energy scale (which we love so dearly). From here it is easy to obtain: 

Y^2iV(0)) |lf In (j^j = e+iEu-Eo), (2.84) 

r - L c 2 J V ( 0 ) | T |a l n ( 7 - i ^ )) = C - ( | eM | + N ) , (2.85) 

wheree e = E — Eu-
Thee similarity between Eq. 2.85 and Eq. 2.42 is apparent, hence, not surpris-

ingly,, the solution of Eq. 2.85 reads as: 

e f t tt _ £ >e 2jv(0)|r|i . (2.86) 
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Inn general |eM | < |«f|; omitting the jeM | in the right-hand side of above equation the 
resultingg energy reduction compared to the magnetic option, Eq. 2.53, is identical as 
obtainedd by Varma, Eq. 2.45. 

Inn the table below several energy scales are compared with respect to one 
anotherr for some values for our "typical parameter settings" previously quoted. 

ef/(2AT(0)|T|2) ) 

1-2 2 
1-4 4 
1-7 7 

M M 
ee = - D e 2TNT(O)|TI2 

0.544 eV 
0.0733 eV 
0.00366 eV 

TKTK I e/ef 

57500 K || 0.135 
7766 K [ 0.018 
38.66 K | 0.0009 

eeu/u/€€tt \ 
0.27488 | 
0.13744 J 
0.07855 [ 

Forr any magnetic ground state suggested such that the f state is predominantly 
occupiedd we can generate a non-magnetic variational Ansatz with a guaranteed lower 
energyy simply by replacing the ƒ}  |cond) term in the Varma Ansatz by such magnetic 
state. . 

Eqs.. 2.31 or 2.67can be generalized to describe also e.g. excitations corre-
spondingg to a hole with quasi-momentum vector p: 

forr Eq. 2.31 A 

orr for Eq. 2.67A 

ll  + ^a f c /Jck i , 
k.a k.a 

ccPrPPrP |cond) , 

ii  + £/?(q) 

(2.87) ) 

cp,pp |cond) (2.88) 

I tt can be demonstrated that the quasi particles described by Eqs. 2.87 and 2.88 
shouldd be thought of as a dressed conduction-band state ([50]). The "dress" or cloud 
off  the hole consists of the admixture of the f state at the impurity site. 

Whatt we like to suggest is that the ground state and low-energy excitations 
aree found within a a narrow energy band. The ground state is a singlet. At the top 
off  the band excitations are found for which the maximum magnetic moment of the f 
shelll  is retrieved. As we scan through this energy band more and more of the singlet 
characterr is lost and more and more of the magnetic character is retrieved. Also the 
occupancyy of the f shell reaches closer and closer to unity; obtained at the top of the 
band.. Why this should be a narrow band is the next concern. 
2.5-42.5-4 The Kondo resonance, or Abrikosov-Suhl resonance, and the Wilson ratio 
Forr the single-ion Kondo case, a theory exists explaining the origin of the Kondo-
resonance.. Such a theory is not straightforwardly adaptable to the Kondo-lattice 
orr the heavy-fermion case. Up to now the phenomenological notion of ascribing to 
heavy-fermionn behaviour a peak in the density of states at the Fermi level is strictly 
heuristic.. I t is in agreement with experiments, but it is lacking theoretical foundation. 

Phenomenologically,, the similarity to the Kondo resonance suggests a common 
origin.. On the other hand, the theories developed for such Kondo resonances also 
predictt a Wilson ratio equal to 2. For single-ion Kondo systems, this is indeed what 
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iss experimentally observed. For heavy-fermion systems, different Wilson ratios are 
found. . 

Thee problem of a single magnetic impurity, i.e. with internal degrees of free-
dom,, embedded in a Fermi gas of conduction electrons can be translated in one of a 
non-magneticc scatterer (without internal degrees of freedom) in a Fermi liquid. Extra 
electron-electronn interactions must be introduced to account for the loss of internal 
degreess of freedom. Loosely speaking, these extra interactions will turn out to be of 
importancee for properties such as the susceptibility but unimportant for properties 
suchh as the linear temperature coefficient of the specific heat (see remark section 
2.10).. It is this which is at the hart of a predicted Wilson ratio unequal to 1. 

Basicallyy the treatment to be presented is a Fermi-liquid approach. For it to 
holdd sufficiently low temperatures are needed, see p. 69. 

AA magnetic impurit y in a Fermi gas and a non-magnetic impurit y in a 
Fermii  liqui d 

Ass the temperature is lowered, T •C 7K, the shielding of the magnetic moment of the 
impurityy becomes more and more effective. At the lowest temperatures, the impurity 
andd its surrounding conduction electrons form the Kondo singlet ground state. Since 
thee magnetic moment, i.e. the internal degrees of freedom, of this complex (impurity 
pluss the surrounding conduction electrons forming the Kondo singlets) is lost, it 
cann be treated as a non-magnetic scattering center for the remainder of conduction 
electrons.. However, such a complex displays polarizability. This provides an indirect 
interactionn for electrons in its vicinity. One electron polarizes the Kondo-singlet 
complexx which is felt by another electron. Instead of dealing with a non-interacting 
Fermii gas and a magnetic impurity, we deal with an interacting Fermi liquid and a 
non-magneticc scatterer. 

Thee question of the range of the effective interactions between fermions re
sultingg from this polarizability of the complex, is not straightforwardly answered. 
Forr a single impurity embedded in an infinite sea of conduction electrons a natural 
assumptionn seems to be to treat these interactions as local effects, only occurring at 
thee atomic site of the impurity center itself. A similar approach is bound to fail in 
thee case of heavy-fermion systems. 

Thee non-zero angular  momentum of f orbital s 

Wee treat the f orbitals as having only spin-degrees of freedom, clearly a simplification. 
Thee non-zero angular momentum, L, of the f shell and the strong spin (S)-orbit 
(L)) coupling, causes its states to be best characterized by the quantum numbers 
correspondingg to the total angular momentum, J =L + S (j and rrij).  In the simplest 
case,, due to the crystal-field interactions, the energies of the states with identical j 
butt different rrij  are separated. For 2j+l  even (j is half integer) in the presence of 
time-inversionn symmetry (e.g. in the absence of a magnetic field) the resulting crystal 
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fieldfield states are at least two-fold degenerate (Kramers doublet). If the lowest level is 
onlyy two-fold degenerate, its degeneracy can be labeled by a pseudo spin, | , its two 
projectionss corresponding to the two states. As for most Ce compounds, where such 
aa situation arises, the crystal-field splitting is sufficiently large that for the ground 
statee only this lowest doublet is occupied, the above simplification is justified in this 
case. . 

Evenn if J cannot be simplified to a pseudo-spin representation, the theory to 

bee presented can be readily extended to hold for such situations [10]). 

2.5.52.5.5 The Wilson ratio 

Ass discussed in the preceding section, dealing with a Fermi liquid and a non-magnetic 
scatterer,, results in a value of 2 for the Wilson ratio introduced before. 

Thee singlet complex formed between conduction electrons and impurity acts 
ass a scattering center for the remainder of conduction electrons. Scattering takes 
placee in the channel (I value), corresponding to the I values in which the impurity 
statee is localized. For the simple S = ^ model this is the I = 0 channel. In order 
too account for spin polarization due to an external magnetic field the corresponding 
phasee shift must be allowed to be spin-dependent so that the Friedel sum rule, Eq. 
2.147,, takes the form: 

Aiv-- = - y " M e F ) (2.89) 
7TT ^ — ' 

a a 

wheree the I index has been suppressed. The polarizability of the scattering 
object,, the singlet complex, introduces extra electron-electron interactions. In the 
spiritt of Fermi-liquid theory, we introduce this by assuming the phase shifts b~a (ep) 
too also depend on the distribution functions: 

88aa (e) = *(€) + £ K*,P (c, 4,p) Anp (4) , (2-90) 
fc,p fc,p 

whichh are the first terms in a Taylor series expansion in terms of Anp (e'k). Anp (c )̂ 
representss the change in occupation density with respect to the unperturbed state. 
Att this point, some simplifying assumptions have to be made: the energy dependence 
off  K wil l be neglected and it wil l be assumed Ka t p = nèa t _p which can be justified 
byy observing that the equal-spin interactions are reduced by the Pauli principle. Rig-
orously,, this assumption is only valid if the range of the electron-electron interactions 
iss vanishingly small. In the vicinity of the Fermi energy ( i.e. within the range of 
validityy of Fermi-liquid theory) we can write: 

88 (e)ff « 6 + a (e - eF) + K An_f f ,. (2.91) 

wheree a = [ dó/de] and A n .^ = ^ k Ari-ff (e*). Eq. 2.91 reveals the implications 
off  the assumptions made regarding K: the effect of a change in the total number of 
quasii  particles with a given spin is to rigidly shift the function 6 (e). 
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Fluctuationss in n0 can effect both the charge and the spin density; if An„ 
== An_f f , we have only charge fluctuations, if Anf f = -An .^, only spin fluctuations. 
Thee parameterization in Eq. 2.91 implies that the response to the two cases is not 
unrelated.. I t wil l be shown below that if we assume that charge neutrality at the 
impurityy site is not affected by charge fluctuations in the host, it follows that the spin 
polarizationn of the host by an external field wil l enhance the response of the impurity 
too the same field by a factor of two as shown below. This assumption can be justified 
byy noting that local charge fluctuations, involving changes in AN are suppressed by 
thee strong Coulomb repulsion within the screening charge. 

Considerr first a charge fluctuation arising from a shift in the Fermi energy: 

AnAnaa = An-a = - ncA eF , (2.92) 

wheree nc is the conduction -electron density of states. If charge neutrality is to be 
maintainedd at the impurity site, 6„  (eF) must remain unchanged: 

66aa (eF + AeF) = b~a (eF) + a A cF + K-ncAeF = 6 (eF) . (2.93) 
it it 

Thiss condition imposes a constraint on the parameters a and K: 

KK = - 2 — . (2.94) 

Wee recall that the excess density of states due to the impurity is proportional with 
thee derivative of the phase shift: 

AnAncc (cP) = -a. (2.95) 

Thiss enhancement of the total density of states gives rise to an enhancement of the 
specificc heat, the two effects being equally related to the corresponding conduction-
electronn quantities: 

Chopp A n c ( £ F ) _ 2f 

CCcc nc nc 

Thee effect of an external field, By on the conduction electrons is a polarization: 

AraTT = - A n ; = -ncnBB, (2.97) 

whichh results in a magnetic moment: 

fifiBB (nT - nj) = ncnBB, (2.98) 

inn accordance with the Pauli susceptibility: 

(2.96) ) 

XcXc = n*l*B- (2.99) ) 
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Thee magnetic moment of the impurity is then 

MBB ( ty " * i ) = V <*T -Si) = — (2a^B - nnc^B), (2.100) 

wheree we have used Eq. 2.91, substituting spin-dependent shifts of i:fJ-^B of the 
Fermii  energy and Eq. 2.97 for A n ^ . Using Eq. 2.94 we find a magnetic moment of: 

4 ^ 4 3 ,, (2-101) 

implyingg an impurity susceptibility of: 

XX ^ = 4 - / 4. (2.102) 

Too show that the impurity susceptibility is twice the value to be expected on the 
basiss of the excess density of states due to the impurity, we recall that the latter is 
givenn by Eq. 2.96. The Wilson ration is easily written down by putting Eqs. 2.99, 
2.1022 and 2.96 together in the definition of the Wilson ratio to obtain: 

Ximp p 

RR = c£- =2- (2-103) 
c c 

I tt is important to note that the above description is based on the application of the 
Friedell  sum rule to the narrow peak arising at the Fermi energy in the density of 
states,, the "Kondo resonance" or "Abrikosov-Suhl resonance". This is distinct from 
thee "Friedel-Anderson peaks" which are centered at e = Cf and e = e f + U and have 
aa width of N (0) \T\2 » kBTK . 

2.66 T h e Kond o Hamil tonia n 

Ass for the small molecule of section 2.5.1, where we were able to describe its low-
energyy physics in terms of an effective spin Hamiltonian, we would like to do the same 
forr a single magnetic ion embedded in a metallic host. 

Upp to now, all theory presented concerning the single-ion problem is based on 
Eq.. 2.8. A ground state is formed for which Tif is close to, but slightly less than, unity 
(orr more generally, integer). One could expect a simplification if we would restrict 
ourr attention to the subspace formed by states for which rtf is fixed and integer. In 
thiss subspace, the Hamiltonian 2.8 reduces to (section 2.6.1): 

HH = £C ( f c ) 4 i < r c k , f f - J s o -S (2.104) 

withh J < 0. 

SS denotes the spin of the magnetic impurity and So represents the local spin density 
forr the conduction electrons at the impurity site: 

S°° = E H Ck,'/ï ÏT .̂ack,a, (2.105) 
a,/33 k,k' 
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wheree <r  indicates a vector of which the x, y and z components are the three Pauli 
matrices. . 

2.6.12.6.1 The Schrieffer- Wolff transformation 

AA more general version of HamUtonian Eq. 2.104, obtained by introducing definition 
Eq.. 2.105 and allowing for a k-dependence of J, reads as 

HH = £% (k) <£,<*, -  ̂ [J*X (s+4ick'T + ^-4rck'l + s*  (4tc*'T ~ 4ick'l)) ] . 
k,«rr  k,k' 

(2.106) ) 

wheree 5+, S- and Sx represent the raising, lowering and projection operators along 
aa certain axis of the impurity spin. 

Thee link between Harailtonians 2.8 and 2.104 (or Eq. 2.106 for that matter) is 
formedd by the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation ([51], [52]). We follow here a treatment 
moree along the lines as presented by Fulde ([3]). To describe the transformation we 
takee the eigenvalues of the operator rif  = nff + n^ as quantum numbers For our 
doublee degenerate f shell nt = 0, 1 or 2. 

Thee full Hilbert space can be divided into distinct subspaces; indicated by Uf = 
0,, 1 or 2. Their respective projection operators we denote as Pn. It is straightforward 
too verify that: 

pp00 = (l-nf.tJCl-nw), (2.107) 
PP11 = (nj.T+rif,! - anj.TTif.i), (2.108) 

PP22 = n^Tif,! (2.109) 

aree proper definitions for the respective Pn in terms of rif j(T. 
Wee will restrict ourselves to states with Uf = 1. Two projection operators are 

introduced;; P = P\ and Q = P%+PQ. P = P\ projects any state of the full Hilbert 
spacee onto the subspace for which nf = 1 while Q projects any state onto the subspace 
forr which rif ^ 1, i.e. 0 or 2. In general Q = 1-P, 

| * )) = P | * ) + Q | * > , (2.110) 

andd the Schrödinger equation reads as: 

(( HPP HPQ\( P\4>)\_ E( P\*)\ ( 2 l n ) 

\H\H gFgF HQQ){Q\<t>))-E\Q\<f>)) ( 2 U 1 ) 

wheree the following operators have been introduced: 

HpHpPP = PHP HPQ = PHQ 
HHQQPP = QHP HQQ = QHQ 

(2.112) ) 
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Employingg 2.8, it is straightforward to show that: 

HHPPpp = P 

HQQHQQ = Q 

HHPQPQ = P 

HQHQPP — Q 

k,cr k,cr 

k,tr r 

5]{T(k)/x.+T(kr4 i£T/a} } 

Q Q 

Lk,f f f 

(2.113) ) 

QQ (2.114) 

(2.115) ) 

(2.116) ) 

Byy eliminating either Q \ <f>  ) or P\ 4> ) from 2.111 we restrict the problem to one of 
thee subspaces defined by either P or Q. 

where e 

{h{hPPPP-E)P\<j>)-E)P\<j>)  = 0, 

[h[hQQQQ-E)Q\4>)-E)Q\4>) = 0, 

hpphpp — Hpp — HPQ— T ; # QP 
HnnHnn — E llQQ QQ 

hoa.hoa. = HQO — H, 
1 1 

llQQ QQ QQQQ ~ nQP HppHpp — E 
H H PQ PQ 

(2.117) ) 

(2.118) ) 

(2.119) ) 

(2.120) ) 

hpphpp and HQQ operate solely in the subspaces defined by the operators P and Q 

respectively.. Working with hPP, one limit s oneself to the subspace defined by P (nf 

=1). . 
Heree we are primarily interested in hPP. Introduce the notation: 

HHitjitj  = PtHPj. 

Ass Eq. 2.111 in its full form reads as: 

#0,00 #o,i 0 \ / P o U ) \ / Po\(f>) 
#1,00 # M #1,2 Pi I 0 ) = E Pj I <f>  ) 

00 #2,1 #2,2 / V P2 I <t>  ) / \ Pi I 4> ) 

onee can show that for h^i: 

h\h\ttii  - Hhi - # I , 2 T ; — S ~ # 2 ,i - #i,o-£ 7j— #o,i-
&& — "2 , 2 & — ^0, 0 

(2.121) ) 

(2.122) ) 

(2.123) ) 
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holdss This result is obtained by simply introducing definitions Eqs. 2.113, 2.114, 
2.1155 and 2.116, in combination with Eq. 2.119. With the help of definitions Eq. 
2.107,, 2.108 and 2.109 H1>2 and Hlfl can be determined: 

HH lt0lt0 = Y,T (k) Jl (1 ~ "*.-*) CM > #U = £ T (k)*  <i,„nt,- afa (2.124) ) 
k.cr r k,f f f 

/f2>11 = Hj  2 and #o,i = #i,o since the total Hamiltonian, H, must be hermitian So 
Earr no approximations have been used and diagonalization of Eq. 2.122 will give all 
thee energy states of the full Hamiltonian. Using Eq. 2.124 the second term of Eq. 
2.1233 can be shown to be equal to: 

H H 1,2 2 
EE — i/2,2 

#2,11 — 
T(K)T{k)* T(K)T{k)* srsr 11*  T w ft f fi 1 

k,k',ff,ff ' ' 

(2.125) ) 

wheree we have replaced i?2,2 = 2€f + Z7 + £^k,, c (k) ̂ k,» by its eigenvalue assuming 
thatt the operator Eq. 2.128 is applied to an eigenstate of HQ + Cf (n f̂ 4- rif,j.), #0 
beingg the conduction-electron Hamiltonian and £0 the energy of the given eigenstates. 
Thee operator can be simplified by observing that EQ +• ef is not much higher than E, 
thee corresponding eigenvalue for \T\ ^ 0, 

\E-(E\E-(E00 + et)\<^\U + et-e(]c)\, (2.126) ) 

becausee the latter expression stands for the energy of an excitation into a doubly 
occupiedd f state. Neglecting the smaller term we then find: 

# l ,2pp 7^^2,1 = ^2 
hh - ^2,2 . tr^, k,k',ff,< r r 

T(k')T(k)* T(k')T(k)* 
t/+€f-f(fc ) ) 

(,(, B^»,\ ['W.J!'»/-. ] '(2-127) 

== k E ,̂ ui^Z) [<*'  M>'A  (2-128) 

Consideringg that the term neglected is proportional to E - (EQ + Cf) which vanishes 
iff \T\ = 0, the final result is correct to lowest order in \T (k)|. 

Consideringg the fact that the attention is restricted to the subspace with Uf 
== ^f.T+^f.l = 1 aQd t n a t "f.T^J. = 0, / | / | and fjfi  can be replaced by 5+ and SL, 
repsectivelyy (cf. Eq. 2.105). Both terms appear in the sum of Eq. 2.128 for a = | , & 
==  | and cr = t, cr7 = | respectively. For a — -&  the first two terms in the [ ] brackets 
off Eq. 2.106 are generated. The terms for a = &  can be demonstrated to generate 
thee third term in Eq. 2.106, aside from an extra term which can be interpreted as a 
puree scattering potential term. 
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Thee third term in Eq. 2.123 (Hh0 (E - #0,0)**  #0,1) can be treated in a 
completelyy identical fashion. This term represents virtual excitations to the % = 0 
subspace.. Collecting all the terms together it can be demonstrated that, to lowest 
orderr in |T (k ) j , Eq. 2.123 is equivalent to the single-ion Kondo Hamiltonian, Eq. 
2.1066 or 2.104, with an effective exchange coupling 

A,k'' = -T(k)T(kT 
1 1 

inn combination with an extra scattering potential term 

(2.129) ) 

$^Vk,k'4,ff<V,<x,, with Vkik« = - - Jk , k ' . (2.130) 
k,k ' ' 

Thee effective Hamiltonian h^i, obtained by substituting these results into Eq. 2.123, 
wil ll  be reduced to the Kondo Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.104, with 

33 \e,\(el + uy ( 2 ' 1 3 1) 

iff  we consider conduction-electron states close to the Fermi energy, so that e (k), e (K) 
* ^^ lef|i tt + U and neglect the k-dependence of the hybridization matrix element T (k). 
Thee latter simplification amounts to assuming on-site hybridization. 

Referingg to section 2.5.1, the effective interaction has clearly the nature and 
signn of a kinetic exchange (c.f. Eq. 2.23). Of course, direct exchange, which we 
denotedd as potential exchange, is also present in the system under consideration even 
thoughh it is not included in the Hamiltonian Eq. 2.8. The essence of the Kondo effect 
beingg the formation of a singlet ground state, it is obvious that for its occurrence 
JJ must be negative, that is the kinetic exchange must prevail over the potential 
exchange, , 

Thee above expressions are valid for le (k)| <fC s r, 1 . 
JLL |tf + / I - £ f | 

Al ll  energies are represented with respect to the Fermi energy, /i . As for the region of 
interestt e f < pL and // < et + U holds (the local moment regime), the effective exchange 
couplingg between localized spin and conduction electrons is antiferromagnetic. 

2 .77 K o n do a nd R K K Y in terac t ions 

Inn the ground state of a single magnetic ion embedded in a metallic host, a singlet 
iss formed between the f states of the magnetic impurity and the surrounding con-
ductionn electrons. A further ingredient present in heavy-fermion systems is the close 
arrangementt of magnetic ions in a periodic fashion. An interaction, and correlation, 
betweenn magnetic ions is to be expected. In section 2.3 we even argued that such 
interactions/correlationss are inevitable. They form a crucial ingredient of the physics 
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involvedd and cannot be avoided (any description, not incorporating it, is bound to be 
inconsistentt with itself). 

Inn heavy-fermion materials, which involve a lattice of magnetic ions, a subtle 
balancee must exist between the screening of impurity spins by the conduction elec-
trons,, Kondo interactions, and the interaction between impurity spins by the same 
conduction-electronn RKKY interactions. Generally, the RKKY interactions are used 
ass representatives of the magnetic interactions because if one would extend the anal-
ysess of the previous section to higher order the second order term would be of a form 
similarr to the RKKY interactions. Typical energy scales are related to TK and TRKKY> 
respectively.. The exchange parameter, J, determines their balance. While the first is 
exponentiallyy dependent on J the latter is quadratically dependent. For some critical 
valuee Jc both characteristic energy scales are equal. If J <C Jc, the RKKY type of 
magneticc ordering prevails and the material orders magnetically. For J ~3> Jc the 
Kondoo screening dominates. The argument goes further that if J = Jc it is no longer 
clearr which type of behaviour wil l prevail in the system. This is interpreted as a 
phasee transition, similar to a thermodynamic phase transition but only occurring for 
JJ instead of temperature and at 0 K. Heavy-fermion behaviour is then understood 
inn terms of the scaling hypothesis, stating that close to the quantum-critical point, 
Jc,, the only length scale of importance is set by the correlation length, diverging at 
thee quantum-critical point itself. Consequently also the linear terms of specific heat, 
susceptibilityy display singular behaviour close to Jc. Could such features be related 
too heavy-fermion behaviour. 

Thee implicit assumption in this is that the same criterium which is used to 
derivee the Kondo Hamiltonian from the Anderson Hamiltonian applies to heavy-
fermionn behaviour; namely that each f site remains integer occupied. 

Furthermore,, in such discussions it is implied that the two types of behaviour, 
inducedd by single-ion Kondo and RKKY interactions, exclude one another, i.e. that 
i tt is impossible to conceive of states satisfying both types of interactions. 

I tt is d priori  not clear why it is impossible to find an ordering minimizing both, 
Kondoo and RKKY , interaction energies simultaneously. Furthermore, variational 
treatmentss are known, e.g. [82], which satisfy both Kondo and RKKY interactions 
simultaneously. . 

Ass an illustrative example, consider two magnetic ions embedded in a conduc-
tionn sea a distance r apart. I t serves as a link between the one-impurity problem and 
thee lattice case and is well documented in literature, e.g. [53], [54], [55] and [3]. 

Thee semi-quantitative approach of Fulde and Steglich, [3], suggests a strong 
preferencee of such a system for antiferromagnetic ordering over ferromagnetic order-
ingg independent of the distance between the the ions. This conclusion holds over a 
widee range of kFr (from 0 to 20). One can argue about the validity of various approxi-
mationss in the approach, but it illustrates the tendency to antiferromagnetic ordering 
whichh is indeed observed in many heavy-fermion systems. This preference for antifer-
romagneticc ordering and anti-preference for ferromagnetic ordering for heavy-fermion 
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systemss wil l be addressed in a different manner in the following chapter. 
Summarizingg the results of [53] [54] and [55], ground states are found in such 

double-impurityy systems for which still only singlets are formed between f and con-
ductionn electrons. Three different regimes have to be distinguished. If the RKKY 
interactionn between impurities is small compared to their individual Kondo tempera-
turee both magnetic moments wil l be quenched separately and only one single Kondo 
temperaturee is observed. If the RKKY interaction is strong and antiferromagnetic 
thee spins of the two magnetic impurities wil l be in a singlet arrangement. It is hard 
too speak of any further "Kondo singlet formation" (between conduction electrons and 
singlee magnetic impurity). For large and ferromagnetic interactions, both moments 
aree first aligned and then their total magnetic moment is Kondo screened by the con-
ductionn electrons, a two stage process. This situation is characterized by two Kondo 
temperatures.. The conduction-electron states can be decomposed into two channels, 
withh an even or odd symmetry with respect to the midpoint between the two im-
purities.. If the two impurities are in a ferromagnetic arrangement (even symmetry 
withh respect to midpoint), the two channels wil l have different hybridization matrix 
elementss -exchange integrals- with the two-impurity composite object. 

AA different problem is lurking behind this, often referred to as the two-channel 
Kondoo problem (see e.g. [56], [57], [58], [59] and [60]). The simplest single-impurity 
two-channell  Kondo Hamiltonian describes the exchange interaction between a local-
izedd magnetic moment, spin (1/2), and a doubly degenerate channel (or band) of 
conductionn electrons. In the above case the role of the localized moment is taken by 
thee total magnetic moments of both impurities combined and the two channels are 
thosee of even and odd symmetry conduction-electron states. But many different prob-
lemss seem mappable onto such Hamiltonians. It has even been proposed that certain 
U-basedd heavy-fermion materials can be described by it ([61], [62], [62], [63]), [59] 
andd [60]. This Hamiltonian is notable for producing a nontrivial quantum-critical 
fixedd point. The word quantum refers to the fact that the fixed point is observed 
forr T = 0 K . This fixed point is responsible for non-Fermi liquid behaviour at low 
temperaturess ( [80] [81]), including some remarkable properties such as a low temper-
aturee linear temperature coefficient of the resistivity and a static susceptibility which 
divergess logarithmically as T approaches 0 K, a residual entropy of ( l /2)ln(2) per 
impurityy atom, a dynamical susceptibility of the "marginal Fermi-liquid type" and a 
spin-spinn correlation length diverging as 1/T. 

Bothh the issue whether the correlations between magnetic ions can be repre-
sentedd as an RKKY interaction and how to deal with the interplay of Kondo and 
RKK YY interactions, are an area of considerable future research. However, we like to 
draww attention to a note of caution considering the use of Kondo models for heavy-
fermionn behaviour in the first place. 

2.7.12.7.1 Why all the magnetic interactions in particular the RKKY interaction ? 

Att discussing the Kondo-lattice model it is not a matter of choice taking into account 
thee RKKY interactions . If one starts with the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian of 
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sectionn 2.4 as the correct description of the physics involved and uses a transfor-
mationn analogous to the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation of section 2.6.1, one would 
obtainn a Hamiltonian known as the Kondo-lattice Hamiltonian which is basically a 
summ of single-ion Kondo Hamiltonians over all magnetic ions. If one extends such a 
transformationn to higher order of ligand-hybridization strength, terms are generated 
inn the effective Hamiltonian among which we could recognize terms of the RKKY-
interactionn type ([78]). To understand why all the other interaction terms, that are 
generatedd and that are of the same order in the ligand-hybridization strength as the 
RKKYY interaction, are not of importance, a renormalization group argument is used 
forr which it is already implicitly assumed that Kondo and RKKY interactions exclude 
eachh other. 

Suchh a treatment does not allow for the f site/shell to be on the average less 
thenn integer occupied, as is observed in experiments. It is, however, experimentally 
verifiedd that f electrons do contribute to the Fermi surface observed. In the next 
chapters,, models will be presented in which this non-integer fillin g plays a crucial 
role.. It is even suggested that for heavy-fermion behaviour to prevail, this non-
integerr fillin g is essential. It is argued that the fillin g serves as a control parameter. 
Propertiess as the size of the effective mass and the small magnetic moment etc. 
dependd on it. 

2.88 In conclusion 

Wee started with a detailed inspection of the nature of the single-ion Kondo effect. 
Itt shares many features (both experimental and theoretical) with heavy-fermion be-
haviour. . 

Thee transition from single-ion Kondo behaviour to heavy-fermion behaviour 
iss a gradual one, as, for instance, experiments on (Cei_a;La-r)Ru2Si2 demonstrate. 
Replacingg Ce by La causes the resistance versus temperature curves to gradually 
changee from typical heavy-fermion to typical Kondo behaviour. Also the success of 
applyingg a theory developed for the single-ion case in order to interprete XPS and 
BISS measurements on heavy-fermion compounds, is remarkable. 

Butt one runs into serious complications when attempting to extend the no-
tionss developed for a single magnetic ion to a dense periodic arrangement. Those 
notionss cannot be extended straightforwardly, both because of conceptual concerns 
andd experimental facts. 

Wee discussed the complications due to an insufficient concentration of conduc-
tionn states present to form an individual Kondo cloud for each magnetic ion. 

Furthermore,, we demonstrated that even if ample conduction states are present, 
thee fact that they are shared, between magnetic ions, can cause magnetic interactions 
betweenn the magnetic ions. Using a simple example we demonstrated how it is pos-
siblee to have optimal singlet formation at each magnetic-ion site and a magnetic 
correlationn (either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic) between the magnetic ions. 
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Wee took this as a first indication that magnetic ordering and Kondo interactions are 
nott necessarily in conflict with each other. 

Wee introduced the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian as the fundamental no-
tionn on which all microscopic considerations concerning heavy-fermion behaviour are 
basedd in this thesis. We asigned values to the interaction parameters U (the on-site 
repulsionn strength) and p - ef (the energy difference between the bare f state to 
thee chemical potential) from XPS and BIS measurements. The ligand-hybridization 
strength,, |T|, is not experimentally accessible. Its value is determined by calculating 
ann overlap integral. We discarded the direct f-f hybridizaton between magnetic ions, 
sincee the distance between magnetic ions in heavy-fermion compounds is above the 
so-calledd Hil l limit . 

Thee simpler version of the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian is the Anderson 
Hamiltonian.. It can be taken as a basis for considering the effects of a single magnetic 
ionn embedded in a metallic host. 

Usingg a simple model molecule we demonstrated the origin and the nature of 
thee low-energy excitations introduced as a result of the presence of a magnetic ion. I t 
alsoo reproduced the separation in low-energy and high-energy excitations where the 
formerr predominantly involves spin degrees of freedom and the latter predominantly 
involvess charge degrees of freedom. In this model, as T ^ JT < 1 the deviations from 
integerr fillin g of an f orbital, Anf , are expected to be small. 

Thee low-energy part of the spectrum is the result of the presence of a ligand-
hybridizationn strength. The singlet formation between the spins on the f site and of 
thee ligand site is crucial in this. Now charge can be moved between the two sites. 
Ass a result, we obtain Araf ^ 0. For the single-ion case, it is not Arif ^ 0 which 
enabledd the low-energy excitations to appear, Arif ^ 0 is simply the result of these 
excitations.. In this case it seems, therefore, reasonable to simplify matters by setting 
Ari(Ari(  — 0 (but conserve the singlet formations). 

Wee introduced the concept of an effective Hamiltonian. Such an effective 
Hamiltoniann was formulated in terms of restricting the Hubert space for the initial 
andd final states. I t is demonstrated that for the case of the Anderson Hamiltonian 
thee result of the restriction Anf = 0 is that one obtains the Kondo Hamiltonian as 
thee effective Hamiltonian. 

Wee also extended the Variational treatment of Varma for the Anderson Hamil-
tonian.. Not only a variational Ansatz for the non-magnetic ground state was used 
butt also for a magnetic ground state. 

AA feature shared by the single-ion Kondo behaviour and heavy-fermion be-
haviourr is the presence of a pronounced peak in the density of states at the Fermi 
level.. In the case of the Kondo effect this is generally known as the Abrikosov-Suhl 
resonance.. We took a closer look at the origin of that resonance. I t is clear that such 
treatmentss could not readily be extended to the situation where magnetic ions are 
arrangedd periodically. An intriguing "gedanken" experiment was proposed. Imagine 
thee situation where a piece of heavy-fermion material is embedded in a metallic host. 
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Then,, again, the transformation from a non-magnetic impurity in a Fermi liquid to 
aa magnetic impurity in a Fermi gas could be performed. Again, Friedel's sum rule 
shouldd hold at sufficient distances. 

Inn the final part of this chapter we discussed the magnetic correlations between 
thee magnetic ions. Therein, we also indicated the "standard treatment" for heavy-
fermionn behaviour. 
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2.100 A P P E N D I X Fermi liqui d approaches 

Ass Fermi-liquid theory is applicable to many different systems, a large body of liter-
aturee is available; e.g. [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46] and [3]. 

Whilee the ground state of a correlated system is generally a complicated mat-
ter,, determining its low-energetic excitations, important for the low temperature ther-
modynamicc behaviour, is a much easier task. For a non-interacting Fermi gas, the 
groundd state is described by a completely filled Fermi sphere. The low-lying excita-
tionss are particle-hole excitations. An electron with an energy just below the Fermi 
energyy is excited (leaving a hole) to an unoccupied state just above the Fermi energy. 

Thee basic assumption made by Landau in his phenomenological Fermi-liquid 
approachh is the existence of a one to one correspondence between the low-lying ex-
citationss in a system of interacting ferrnions with the ones when all the interactions 
aree set to zero adiabatically ([47]). The classification of the excitations remains un-
changed,, but their corresponding energies are affected. The distribution function 
nnk.,<rik.,<ri  helps to classify the excitation energy levels of a non-interacting Fermi gas. If 
wee know nk)tT we can easily calculate the energy of the system. In order to leave 
thee classification of energy levels unchanged when the interactions are turned on, the 
energyy for the interacting system must have, again, a functional dependence on the 
distributionn functions, rakj0-. 

Forr the non-interacting system the energy of an excited state, E^, relative to 
thee ground state can be represented as: 

EEextext = J2€l<tT6nKtT, (2.132) 

wheree the energy e°[(T for | k , a) is measured with respect to the Fermi energy and 
<5nkilTT is the difference in its occupation number as compared to the ground state 
configuration.. Landau suggested for the interacting system: 

£*xtt = Y,cK*Sn*sr + ^ E K ^ ^ S n  ̂ + O (6n3) , (2.133) 
k,trr  k,q,o%p 

basicallyy a series expansion in terms of <5nkj<T
5. ek<r and £ JJ are coefficients which 

characterizee the low energy excitations for the interacting systems. In the presence 
off  all other quasi particles, the effective one-electron, or quasi-particle, energy, ejf̂ ., 
correspondingg to | k , a) can be defined as: 

Thee energy for | k , a) is modified due to the presence of the other excitations. We 
cann define a Free energy functional as F ({Sn^}) = E  ̂ ({<5nki(7} ) - TS ({<5nkiff }) , 

^Implicitlyy no spatial gradients are assumed. 
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wheree we use Eq. 2.133 far ü ^ ({5wk,a}) and a Boltzmann expression for the entropy 
functional,, 5 ({W,*} ) = &Blnft ({^k,*}) - ^ ({^k,*} ) represents the number of pos-
sibilitiess to distribute the excitations over the available states subject to the Pauli 
principle.. Thanks to Feynmann's inequality, minimizing this F {{Sn^}) with respect 
too the variational parameters {Sn^a} will result in the expectation values for {Sn^}, 
{{{{  £«k,<7 CO )} • An expression for the free energy is then simply obtained as F = 
F({(F({(  £nitjff(T') )}). Once F is determined all the low temperature thermodynamic 
propertiess can be derived from it. 

Ass a result of Eq. 2.134 a temperature dependent quasi-particle energy, 
e j ^^ (T) is obtained: 

«Srr  (?) = ^ + £ * K < 6n™ (T) ) • <2-135) 

Thee calculated linear low-temperature coefficient of the specific heat turns out to 
bee equivalent to that of a non-interacting set of quasi-particles ( F%£ = 0 ) with 
energyy e ^ , which is not to say that the interactions do not influence the specific 
heatt €k,«r ^ €k «•• The specific heat, Cy can be determined from Cy = jf -Excited «mil. ~ 
CTCT £k,<r tf£r (T) {& n*sr (T)), where incited equiL is not just any excited state but the ex
citedd state corresponding to T. In the limit of T approaching zero also { { 6nqiP ) } 
tendss to zero. By definition at T = 0 the ground-state configuration is obtained, hence 
{{ Ón^p ) = 0. In Eq. 2.135, the interaction term vanishes. The quasi-particle inter
actionss only contribute to orders higher than one in T (aside from Landau's effective 
masses). . 

Forr the low-temperature susceptibility (x — ^gr-E'ext), however, the quasi-
particlee interactions play a role. Both the single quasi-particle energy, €k(<r, and 
thee average distribution of quasi-particles, { èn^p ), change linearly with the applied 
magneticc field strength. The linear field dependence of { ön^p ) ( d { Sn^p ) /dB ) 
doess not tend to zero for T = 0. The expected susceptibility is dependent as { ^ q } 
(1// (l -I- i^q))» the quasi-particle interactions. 

Thee low-energy excitations of a quantum-mechanical system having a large 
numberr of degrees of freedom may be often approximately described in terms of a 
numberr of elementary excitations or quasi particles. The concept of "quasi particles1' 
iss analogous to "phonons" in the case of vibrating atoms in a crystal lattice. Only 
thiss time we deal solely with Fermi statistics. A priori  quasi particles may have 
eitherr a Bose or Fermi statistic. The statistics of the quasi particles, describing the 
excitations,, is not uniquely related to the statistics of the initial particles the system 
iss constructed from (as the example of phonons demonstrates). As a consequence of 
one-to-onee correspondence of excited states in Fermi-liquid theory, both the initial 
particless (electrons) and the quasi particles follow Fermi statistics, [47], 

Thee description in terms of quasi particles hinges on the limited possibility of 
scatteringg in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. The closer quasi particle excitations are 
too the Fermi energy the longer their lifetime. Their phase space of states to scatter to 
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duee to electron-electron interactions is for such quasi particles dramatically reduced. 
Thiss is the consequence of the Pauli principle in combination with momentum and 
energyy conservation. For sufficiently low temperatures we can, therefore, transform 
aa Fermi gas with strong electron-electron interactions into a Fermi liquid with weak 
interactions.. Non-Fermi-liquid behaviour is left outside the scope of the discussion 
here. . 

Considerr a Fermi sphere, completely filled up to the Fermi energy (x. Due to 
electron-electronn interactions an added electron with a momentum p and energy eq > 
fj,fj, wil l be scattered. In order to estimate its scattering rate, consider the scattering by 
ann electron with momentum k and ek < LL. Three things have to be considered; the 
Paulii  principle and both energy and momentum must be conserved. After scattering 
thee two electrons are in the final states p' and k7 with energy ep> > fj, and ekt > /x, 
repsectivelyy (a result of Pauli 's exclusion principle). Energy conservation requires, ek 

++ ep = ek ' + ep'. When ep is slightly larger then fi the energies ek and ep/ must be 
withinn a shell of thickness ep - JJL. Because of energy conservation, the fourth energy 
€k// is no longer an independent variable. Taking energy and momentum conservation 
intoo account, it can be shown that the available phase space volume is proportional 
too (tp — fi) . One expects a scattering rate proportional to this phase-space volume, 
T'T'11 = a (eP - A4) . A similar argument can be held to understand why the scattering 
ratee is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi level squared. 

Ass an effect of finite temperatures, the Fermi surface is smeared over an energy 
intervall  kBT, an additional term proportional to T2 must be added: 

-oca(e-fj,)-oca(e-fj,)22 + bT2. (2.136) 

Accordinglyy the electron mean free path due to electron-electron interactions is Ze_e = 
VpT.VpT. Introduce the effective electron scattering cross section a (T) = l/nZe_e, where 
nn is a particle density. I t can be shown that for low temperatures: 

^^TT)=(~))=(~)22^o^o (2.137) 

wheree (To is the classical result; identical to the scattering cross section at sufficiently 
highh temperatures (kBT s=s n) so that the effects of the Pauli exclusion principle can 
bee neglected. 

Concluding;; it is the Pauli exclusion principle which enables us to transform 
thee problem of a strongly interacting electron gas into one of weakly interacting quasi 
particles,, a Fermi liquid, at the lowest temperatures. 

Att finite temperatures one would like to describe the excitations by a distri-
butionn function which depends on the energy of the excitations and temperature. 
Accordingg to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the energy uncertainty due to a 
meann free time r between electron collisions is Ae = hr'1. This energy must be much 
lesss then the thermal broadening (Ae < kBT). In this case the excitations can be 
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describedd by a thermal distribution, Fermi-Dirac, function. As l / r oc T2, for k&T < 
fifi 22/(aonvph)/(aonvph) this condition is fulfilled. Its maximum temperature depends inversely 
onn the strength of the electron-electron interaction/cross section, (TQ. The stronger 
thesee interactions are the lower the temperature must be to allow for a Fermi liquid 
description. . 

Ann implicit assumption of the Fermi-liquid theory is that still a Fermi surface 
cann be defined at the lowest temperatures. Otherwise the whole discussion of quasi-
particle'ss lifetime cannot be held. Experimentally, Fermi-liquid behaviour reveals 
itselff  among other things as a linear temperature dependence of the specific heat, a 
quadraticc temperature dependence in the resistivity and a temperature independent 
susceptibilityy at the lowest temperatures. Materials are known which do not display 
thesee features. One could argue that such materials behave as non-Fermi liquids. 
Exampless of such non-Fermi liquid states are; the Wigner-lattice state (where the 
discontinuityy at the Fermi surface is expected to vanish) or marginal Fermi liquids. 
Forr a marginal Fermi liquid state a distribution is obtained for which the discontinuity 
att the Fermi wave vector tends to zero. A suggestion is that as Kondo systems can 
bee described in terms of a Fermi liquid, for heavy-fermion systems a more proper 
descriptionn is in terms of non-Fermi liquids; e.g. a marginal Fermi liquid. The 
acceptedd terminology distinguishes heavy-fermion systems from non-Fermi liquids. 

2.111 APPENDIX Friedel's sum rule 

FriedePss sum rule 

Thee Abrikosov-Suhl or the Kondo resonance can be seen as a consequence of Friedel's 
summ rule. From scattering theory, for a flux of free incoming particles elastically 
scatteredd at a center-symmetric unscreened scattering potential (its center at r = 0) 
thee outgoing wavefunction for sufficiently large values of r takes the form: 

4>4> (r)) « eikz + F (8) ., (2.138) 

wheree z represents the direction of the incident flux. The first term in Eq. 2.138 
representss the incident flux of free particles (their momentum p = Hk) while the 
secondd term represents the scattered part of the wave. 

Wee will represent the impurity complex by a center-symmetric scattering po-
tential,, Vimp (r). Two fundamental differences to the above situations exist; we are 
nott dealing with free electrons, and the impurity potential is screened. Also the elec-
tronss are confined within a sample. This imposes extra boundary conditions on the 
solutionss to be found. 

Thee impurity potential is screened by the surrounding conduction electrons 
duee to two mechanisms. The impurity can have bound states occupied by surround-
ingg conduction electrons. Also the surrounding extended conduction-electron states' 
wavefunctionss are modified due to the extra potential. This leads, to a non-uniform 
conduction-electronn density distribution in the vicinity of the impurity. 
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Thee spherical symmetry of the original impurity potential provides I and m 
(thee orbital-momentum and its projection quantum number) as good quantum num-
bers.. A further quantization is the result of the extra boundary condition that wave-
functionss must be confined within the sample. This wil l be represented by the index 
nnkkn n 

Wee wil l restrict our attention to only Hartree type of ground states. Other 
possibilities,, requiring correlation effects, wil l not be considered. One can write down 
ann effective single-particle Schrödinger equation for the above problem: 

{"" ër*y2+7tot ( r ) } * (r)*.<.™= E4> ( r )M,~ • f2-139) 
wheree Vtat ( r) is the total potential formed by V^p (r) plus the screening potential, 
VscmVscm (r)- Kern ( r) is the potential felt due to the screening charge, psarn ( r): 

VVmm(r)(r)  = Jd'r'^^1 (2.140) 

PPmm(r)(r)  EE E((h rWr)-( |^°( ' , )* , i .« f ) ) f2-141) 

wheree <j>  (r)klm are the solutions of the Srödinger equation in the absence of any 
scatteringg potential and the brackets ( ) denote the thermal-averaged expectation 
value. . 

Eqs.. 2.139, 2.140 and 2.141 define a self-consistency problem which can be 
solvedd by successive iteration. Like in the case of the hydrogen atom, a separation in 
radiall  and angular variables is possible: 

oooo +1 R ( \ 

* WW = EE^M^2. (2-142) 
r r 

i=00 m=-i 

wheree ^ ( e . V O = ( - 1 )' 
2ZZ + l(J-ro)!' 

47TT (l + m)\ 

l l 

i ff  (cosO) e im^. (2.143) 

i ff  (cos 6 ), denotes the Legendre polynomials, so that {>i, m} , forms a complete and 
orthogonall  set: 

W,m|>I'Im')==V£n1m'' (2.144) 

Rk,iRk,i (r) must satisfy the radial Schrödinger equation 

[i[i  + {»- ,JiP-%™}] RRkk,i(r),i(r)  = 0, (2.145) 

wheree \L represents the mass (to avoid confusion with the quantum number m of 
thee angular momentum). The initially unscreened scattering potential is spherically 
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symmetric.. The screening potential is determined from Eq. 2.141, i.e. the functions 

J2k,i,mJ2k,i,m $ (r)k,i,m a nd Z)jt,i,m #° (r)k,i,m • T n e r e is n o a™ o f preference. As the 
radiall wavefunction Rktt (r) is independent of m (cf. Eq. 2.145) and Y2m l̂ i.m! = ^£r 
,, independent of 6 and 0, and the screening potential involves a summation over m, 
Vtatt ( r) is expected to be independent of m 

Twoo boundary conditions exist. The wavefunctions have to be confined to a 
sphericall box of radius R, representing the sample volume, hence Rkii t (R) = 0. As 
wee will let R approach infinity, eventually, the precise boundary conditions are not 
off importance. The second boundary condition is that <f>  (r) must be continuous over 
thee whole sample, including r = 0. 

Forr finite R, as a result of the first boundary condition (Rk,i {R) = 0), the 
allowedd k values for Rkfi (r) will form a discrete set. Eventually as the sample dimen
sion,, R, turns infinite, this discrete set will be replaced by a quasi-continuous one, 
andd a density of k values allowed can be introduced, i.e. ni (k). 

Accordingg to Laue's theorem, the added impurity potential, screened by the 
conductionn electrons, has a finite range outside which the influence of such effective 
potentiall is negligible. The screening charge is confined to a volume of radius in the 
orderr of the Fermi wavelength. 

Too be more precise, Laue's theorem states that the particle density per unit 
energyy range is independent of any boundary conditions at distances exceeding the 
characteristicc particle wavelength. This is not the result of the screening but also 
holdss for a non-interacting Fermi gas. The importance of screening lies in the fact 
thatt it makes it possible to define an r^  ̂ for which we can set Vtot {r >  rmm) = 0. 
Wee can than view an impurity atom as an object that introduces a new boundary 
conditionn at r = rm-m. Thus the local density of states at the Fermi energy, defined 
as s 

p(r)=2Y,6(*F-e)p(r)=2Y,6(*F-e) 4>(r)k>l>v 
k,l,m k,l,m 

willl usually only be weakly perturbed by an impurity for distances exceeding l/k?, 
wheree fcp is the Fermi wave vector. 

Inn terms of R^i (r) / r , the most general solution of Eq. 2.145 for Vïot (*") = 
00 is a linear combination of Bessel functions and Neumann functions. For Bessel 
functionss <f>  (r) = R^i (r) /r would be regular at r = 0 while for Neumann functions 
<f><f>  (r) would be singular at r = 0. At large r, the asymptotic form of such a linear 
combinationn of Bessel and Neumann functions reads 

flk,/flk,/ (r) w MJL sin \kr - -lir  + 5, (A:) J , (2.146) 

basicallyy spherical waves. If 6i (k) = 0 or 7r/2, Eq. 2.146 represents the asymptotic 
formm of a pure Bessel or Neumann function, respectively. 
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Ass a result of the second boundary condition (<f) (r) is continuous also in r = 
0),, in the absence of any impurity (V ^ (r) = 0 for any r < R) only regular solutions 
aree allowed, hence only Bessel functions. Their asymptotic form reads as Eq. 2.146 
forr 6, (k) = 0. 

I nn the presence of the impurity, solving Eq. 2.145 two regimes can be distin-
guished;; i.e. r < rmin (Hot (r) £ 0) and r > T W (Kot (r) = 0). For r > r ^ the 
generall  solution holds of which Eq. 2.146 is the asymptotic form . No longer do we 
havee to restrict attention to only Bessel functions but any combination of Bessel and 
Neumannn function can be considered, 5t (k) ^ 0, since rm-m > 0. 

Thatt Si ^ 0 is a direct consequence of the impurity present and the associated 
(screening)) charge bound to it. At distances far away (r » r , ^ ) the effect of the 
disturbingg impurity potential is reduced to simply adding an extra phase factor to 
thee wave functions, Si (k). This 6i (k) depends on the scattering potential and its 
chargee bound. Being due to the influence of the potential at r < rm\n, it is of course 
independentt of R. 

Friedel'ss sum rule expresses an inverse relation. It expresses the total of excess 
chargee bound by the impurity in terms of a sum of phase changes introduced for states 
att the Fermi energy. If the impurity has valency Z with respect to the host metal, the 
self-consistentt screening potential wil l ensure that the charge displaced wil l precisely 
balancee it. Friedel's sum rule states 

ZZ = - V ( 2 Z + 1 ) M M - , (2-147) 
I I 

wheree kp is the Fermi-wave vector. I t is an important self-consistency condition for 
thee potential at hand. 

Theree are many different methods to come to Eq. 2.147 ([4],[65], [66], [67]). 
Considerr two successive allowed values of k for a given I, ko(l) and fci (I) : 

MOO =  (2.148) 
M l )) = < - + 1>» + « ( * » > - * > . (2.149) 

R R 

I tt is seen that for increasing R the difference between k\ and ko gets smaller and 
smaller.. If we further assume also the derivatives of <5< (k) to be continuous, for 
sufficientlyy large R: 

ödk^^Si^+ih-ko)^ödk^^Si^+ih-ko)^11^ ^ 

Consequentlyy k\ - ko = 

dk dk 

n_n_ dSdk) 
•"-- dk 

++  0((k1-k0)
2). (2.150) 

—— (2.151) 

A=fco o 
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andd the density of allowed k (I) values is: 

Too each Z, a total of (2Z 4- 1) values of m correspond. Each state is further 
twicee spin degenerate. As a consequence of the change in nt (k) the total number of 
occupiedd states is changed: 

AJVV = ^2 2 (2l + l) f dk (n' (k) ~ n? (*)) (2-153) 

wheree n{*  (k) = R/ff, the density of states in the absence of the scattering potential. 
Substitutingg Eq. 2.152 we find: 

A** = - | E (2l+!) j f d * ^ r = ~ E (2Z+!) * (M • (2154) 

Ass -AN = AZ , Eq. 2.147 follows. 
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